


2015-2020 West Virginia Statewide 
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation 
Plan (SCORP) Abstract and Public 
Participation Methodology 
 
 The SCORP is a state policy plan 
required by the National Park Service (NPS)
under the terms of the 1965 Land and Water 
Conservation Fund (LWCF) Act for the distri-
bution of approximately $2.5 million dollars in 
federal assistance during the 2015-2020 pe-
riod.  LWCF matching share grants are made 
available to state and local units of govern-
ment for the purpose of developing high 
quality, public outdoor recreational projects.   
 
      The LWCF program has been the 
federal government’s longest standing strate-
gy (since 1965) towards giving states an en-
vironmental approach using parks to develop 
what we value today as healthy lifestyles.  
Underlying—but nonetheless related—
policies and processes for ensuring healthy 
lifestyles fall to a variety of institutions includ-
ing the State’s Bureau of Public Health, De-
partment of Education, Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection, Bureau of Senior Ser-
vices, Department of Commerce, Depart-
ment of Transportation and a wide number of 
local public health departments and hospitals 
in addition to select departments of the 
State’s two universities.  Facilitating and ena-
bling these institutions deal with the myriad 
dimensions of health and environmental poli-
cies, systems and contexts are a growing 
number of local and non-profit organizations.  
Thus in its extended meaning, the State’s 
LWCF program can either be an environ-
mental antecedent or pursuit towards using 
parks to develop healthy lifestyles, when 
considered as a funding resource for state or 
local park improvements by, for or with one 
of the above agencies. 
 
  

  

 Directions for administration of the 
state’s LWCF program are guided by three, 
state-defined policies in the SCORP for justi-
fying and prioritizing projects recommended 
to the NPS for financial assistance.  These 
project priorities concern capital repairs and 
replacement of obsolete park facilities, the 
expansion of new park facilities, and the de-
velopment of new recreational trails, particu-
larly in the state’s rural areas.  Development 
of these policies was based on an analysis of 
park issues and trends as they relate to the 
supply and demand for public park facilities 
in the state.  
 
 SCORP content is organized around  
a  synopsis of prior work for the 2009-2013 
period, a digest of trends and issues con-
cerning state public recreation, a policy and 
plan description for the 2015-2020 period, 
and  some additional guides for future project 
development including an update to the 
state’s Regional Wetlands Concept Plan, for 
candidate wetlands acquisitions, required by 
Section 303 of the Emergency Wetlands Re-
sources Act of 1986.      Source  and  support  
material for the SCORP is derived from sur-
veys, data collection and analysis, public en-
gagement efforts, and consultations with 
state and federal officials and other public 
and private outdoor recreation stakeholders. 
 
 The West Virginia Development Of-
fice (WVDO) is the cognizant state agency 
for the administration of the state’s LWCF 
program, by and for the National Park Ser-
vice.  The SCORP Appendix includes a copy 
of the formal project application required by 
the NPS as well as the WVDO’s annual fund 
notice and instructions to all project appli-
cants.  The WVDO fund notice additionally 
includes standards for project selection 
based upon NPS requirements for an Open 
Project Selection Process (OPSP), which are 
elaborated upon as strategies within this 
SCORP’s  Plan Implementation section. 
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SCORP Methodology: 
 
       Survey research for the 2015-2020 
West Virginia SCORP was developed and 
administered between April and December of 
2014.  A sample size of 300 responses for 
the state's population of 1.8 million was re- 
ceived from 1,200 surveys distributed for a 
95 percent confidence interval and 5.6 per- 
cent margin of error. Survey questions were 
initially developed from regional planning and 
development  organizations,  then  alpha- 
tested by and between the West Virginia De- 
partments of Commerce, Highways, and Bu- 
reau of Public Health with additional com- 
ments received from the WVDO staff. 
 
       Public comments were sampled from 
a distribution list of statewide stakeholders 
including: 
 
     Regional planning councils; 
 
     Visitor and Convention Bureaus; 
 
     Economic Development Authorities; 
 
     Chambers of Commerce; 
 
     WV Park Association members; 
 
     County Health Departments; 
 
     Child After-School Programs; 
 
     YMCAs/YWCAs; 
 
     On-Trac Organizations; 
 
     Main Street Organizations; 
 
     West Virginia Land Trust; 
 
     WV Environmental Council; 
 
     WV Highlands Conservancy; 
 
     WV Planning Association; 
 
     WV Coalition for Physical Activity; 

 
  WV Commission for National and            

Community Service; 
 
  WV Outdoor Heritage Conservation 
       Fund; 
 
  Sport and Recreation Groups (long list: 
       including trail groups, riding clubs,  
       bicycle groups, and hunting groups); 
 
 WVU student body student canvas 
      through the Davis School of Forestry 
      and Natural Resources. 
 
This list of stakeholders was initially organ- 
 ized from a comprehensive list of park and 
 trail interests developed by the U.S. Center 
 for Disease Control for their Parks and Trails 
toolkit for developing Health Impact Assess- 
ments. 
 
       Public participation to review the sur- 
vey results and other data analyzed was con- 
ducted during the summer and early fall of 
2014 in four public meetings: one in Charles- 
ton and one in each of the state's three Con- 
gressional Districts.  A final presentation on 
the SCORP and the State's LWCF program 
was made before the West Virginia State 
Legislative Subcommittee on Parks, Recrea- 
tion and Natural Resources on September 8, 
2014 during the Legislature's Interim Legisla- 
tive meetings. 
 
       Student presentations on public out- 
door  recreation  needs  and  the  state's 
SCORP survey were concluded December 9, 
2014 by the WVU Davis College's Division of 
Recreation, Parks and Toruism Resources. 
A copy of the survey instrument is included in 
this appendix along with an abstract of stu- 
dent responses to the state's survey. 
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from  2009 to 2013 
Overview and  Accomplishments 

Figure 1—The Moun-
tain State of West 
Virginia.    (left) Slope 
Map, (above) Bridge 
Day BASE  jumper, 
Fayetteville, West         
Virginia.  

 

 

 

Figures 3 & 4 (below) Leisure and Tourism remain in fourth 
place  in employment and last place in salaries. 

only a cultural image but a major con-
tributor to the State’s economy (see 
Figure 2).  While  alternatives to coal 
and the State’s new-found Marcellus 
and Utica  natural gas formations are 
sought, these energy sources remain 
viable—and volatile—fuel resources 
for not only public utilities but the 
growth of the State’s chemical indus-
try exports.   

     Parks and public outdoor public 
recreation are integral parts of the 
State’s Leisure and Hospitality indus-
try.  Income growth and visitors have 
been steadily increasing for the last 
several years, although salary growth 
falls behind that of the State’s other 
economic sectors (see Figures 3 & 4).  
The 2013 opening of the 10,600-acre 
Summit Bechtel Family National Scout 
Reserve in Southern West Virginia will 
provide some unique opportunities as 
well as challenges for the State’s rec-
reation and tourism providers, the im-
pact of which is discussed in the 
Trends and Issues section. 

  

     West Virginia’s outdoor recreation, 
tourism, and energy-producing industries 
are collectively tied to the State’s iconic 
mountain topography (Figure 1).  Coal is 

     1. 

Figure 2 (above): The State’s natural resources and mining 
remain strong, yet volatile, sectors (WV Outlook, 2014). 

<20% 

20-40% 

>40% 

     Slopes 

Source: Workforce WV WVU BBER Economic Model 

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics 



 
2009-2013 Period-SCORP Priority I: 
“Assist park expansions to promote 
active lifestyles and innovate 
community cores.”  

Authors having discussed this include: 

 “The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces,” by William H. 
White (1980—Project for Public Spaces, NYC 

 “Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American 
Community,” by Robert D. Putnam (2000—Simon & Shus-
ter, NYC) 

 “Loneliness: Human Nature and the Need for Social Con-
nection,” by John T. Cacioppo (2008—Norton & Co., NYC) 

 “Alone Together:  Why We Expect More From Technology 
and Less From Each Other,” by Sherry Turkle (2011—Basic 
Books, NYC) 

 

      SCORP Priority I LWCF projects built 
during 2009-2013 were characteristically more 
costly park infrastructure improvements, which 
nonetheless greatly widened and deepened their 
intended impacts to revitalize their local communi-
ty cores and promote more physical activity.  Rep-
resentative projects in each of the State’s three 
Congressional Districts are featured here.  

Figure 6 
(right)  
Oglebay  
Park Winter 
Sports  Com-
plex, Wheel-
ing WV, First 
District. 
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 The lack of movement or physi-
cal activity has contributed to a major 
health issue related to the State’s high 
obesity rate and rates of other chronic 
diseases (see Figure 5).  
 
     Losses in traditional manufac-
turing (see Figure 2, preceding page) 
have   reinforced the population decline 
and social isolation of persons living in 
predominantly rural areas of the State,  
especially among those elderly and re-
tired.  However the State’s many small 
towns—built originally as local trade cen-
ters—retain the framework necessary for 
recovery.  Population losses have al-
ready stopped in many places as jobs 
already lost cannot be lost again. 
 
       The development of parks and 
tourism infrastructure implicit in this 
SCORP priority are key forces among a 
number of factors that can now help re-
vive community cores.  However  slow 
this process is, incremental, more effi-
cient improvements are important ena-
bling steps towards developing these 
most stable of community assets.  Fur-
ther discussion of these matters are dis-
cussed in Trends and uses of other re-
sources in Implementation, Part II and in 
our Main Street/Growing Healthy Com-
munities sidebar. 

Figure 5 (below): 1992-2012 Comparison of State 
Obesity Trends.  (source: CDC BRFSS) 

*Prevalence reflects BRFSS methodologyical changes in 2011, and these estimates should not be compared to those before 2011. 



 

      Thirteen of the 31 LWCF applica-
tions funded between 2009 and 2013 were 
considered SCORP Priority I projects, includ-
ing three new parks now protected under 
Section 6(f) of the Land and Water Conser-
vation Fund Act.  

      SCORP Priority I projects were rep-
resented in each Congressional District. In 
Northern West Virginia’s First Congressional 
District, Oglebay Park’s new Winter Sports 
Complex in Wheeling is shown on the pre-
ceding page.  Second and Third District Pri-
ority I projects shown at right, respectively, 
include a gateway park for Charleston, the 
Mary Ratrie Greenspace, and  the April 
Dawn Spraypark in Milton. 

“Provide park funding for                                
maintenance or additions to              

restore or maintain services.” 

      By far the greatest number of 
LWCF projects funded during this period 
were  facility upgrades to existing parks.  A 
total of 14 projects, divided almost evenly 
between the 1st and 2nd Congressional Dis-
tricts,  included a variety of pool repairs, shel-
ter upgrades, and new playground installa-
tions.  In the 1st District, LWCF projects were 
awarded to the Town of Beech Bottom,  Mar-
shall County, the City of McMechen, the City 
of Clarksburg, the City of Parkersburg,  the 
City of Shinnston and the Town of Parsons.  
In the 2nd District, grants were awarded to 
the Town of Belle, the City of Charles Town, 
Barbour County, the City of Dunbar, and the 
City of Nitro.  Nitro, Beech Bottom and Dun-
bar were all first-time LWCF recipients. 

 

Fig. 7 (top) Priority I project from 2nd Congressional  

District—Mary Ratrie Greenspace, Charleston WV. 

Fig. 8 (middle) Priority I project from 3rd Congressional 

District—April Dawn  Spraypark, Milton WV. 

Fig. 9 (bottom) Priority III project from 3rd District— 

Chuck Ripper Wildlife Interpretive Trail, Huntington WV. 

2009-2013 Period—SCORP Priority III: 

“Provide support to complement the 
State’s  Recreational Trails program.” 
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2009-2013 Period—SCORP Priority II: 



 

Fig. 10:  Priority III Project from  the 2nd Congressional District— 

Moulton Park on the Shenandoah River,  Jefferson County WV 

     In regard to SCORP Priority III, there 
were no expressed, RTP-LWCF joint ven-
tures during the 2009-2013 period.  However 
one interpretive trail in Huntington (photo on 
previous page) and one water trail in Jeffer-
son County were assisted with LWCF funds. 

     One LWCF acquisition project was un-
dertaken during the 2009-2013 period, to 
save a two acre tract from housing redevel-
opment in the Jerome Park neighborhood of 
Morgantown, to be rededicated as Mayfield 
Park (see photo below). 

Mayfield/Jerome Park Acquisition, 

Morgantown WV 

 

 

 

2009-2013 SCORP Activity               
Priorities: 

 Develop “Certified Healthy 
Communities” designation, 

 Agency  cooperation to        
assist communities with      
revitalization strategies. 

two programming priorities (see above) 
which were partially successful as objectives.  
A “Certified Healthy Communities” designa-
tion was not accomplished as a LWCF pro-
gram initiative, however the concept was in-
corporated into a current mini-grant program 
for eligible On-Trac and Main Street commu-
nities managed jointly between the WVDO 
and the State’s Bureau of Public Health. (see 
following Sidebar) 

     In a similar fashion, no formalized inter
-agency agreements have been formed as 
expressed, LWCF initiatives, however the 
WVDO continues to work cooperatively with 
a broad array of public and private, state and 
local organizations as part of its overall mis-
sion to develop or restore essential infra-
structure and human capacity needs to en-
sure a high life quality. 

2009-2013 Period—SCORP Priority IV: 

“Acquire lands for conservation val-
ues to preclude loss from develop-
ment and promote healthy life-

 The  State’s  2009-2013  SCORP  included  
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Fig. 11: Priority IV Project from  the First District: 



 

 

related initiatives to include other neighborhoods 
and businesses featuring locally grown or pro-
duced products with other civic infrastructure im-
provements.  Going forward, it is hoped that 
these green initiatives will achieve the same re-
turn on reinvestment as Main Street West Virgin-
ia’s past accomplishments have shown.  In our 
most recent 2013 Main Street West Virginia sum-
mary, that impact showed that for every $1 of 
state public dollars invested in the Main Street 
West Virginia program, there was $204 in direct 
private reinvestment and $7 in indirect private 
reinvestment.  In addition, Main Street West Vir-
ginia communities leveraged state investment to 
generate another $350,000 in new taxes from net 
new business creation, and $509,238 in new tax-
es from net job creation. 

     Administered by the West Virginia Develop-
ment Office, the Growing Healthy Communities 
program is funded by the Claude Worthington 
Benedum Foundation and the West Virginia De-
partment of Health and Human Resources.  
Growing Healthy Communities projects are se-
lected through a competitive process.  To qualify, 
projects must focus on developing healthy com-
munity activities, increasing access to healthy 
food and promoting active lifestyles in ways that 
will stimulate the local economy.  They approach 
improvements to the local health and economy of 
local communities through policy, systems or en-
vironmental changes.  Strategies include making 

Growing Healthy Communities program culti-
vates community and economic development 
 
By Keith Burdette 
 
Cabinet Secretary, Department of Commerce 
Executive Director, West Virginia Development 
Office 
 
“Cities and towns across the nation have come to 
see that a vibrant, sustainable community is only 
as healthy as its core.” 
 
     That statement from the National Main Street 
Center reflects the vision which Main Street West 
Virginia supports.   In its 2012 Strategies for Eco-
nomic Improvement in Appalachia’s Distressed 
Rural Counties, the ARC notes that understand-
ing one’s local resources and assets is key to 
developing individualized revitalization plans.  
While barriers from a number of factors continue 
to limit individual communities’ potential economic 
growth, the State’s Main Street and ON-TRAC 
process help clarify the unique and complex ob-
stacles and issues communities face to achieve 
that vision.  
 
     As part of the design process and civic infra-
structure, community parks help serve a vital eco-
nomic function.  As one of a community’s most 
stable assets, parks, if well-situated, can help 
create a positive impact on downtown real estate, 
tourism, and retail sales.  A park can function to 
connect different buildings and services as well 
as send a message about the level and quality of 
strategic investments being made in the commu-
nity.  The park venue can convey a new image or 
identity to downtown and provide a stage to vary 
cultural and civic events.  As the “lungs” of a com-
munity, a community park literally invites people 
to become more physically active and simply 
hang-out and enjoy the uniqueness of their spe-
cial place.  A successful park development adds 
‘boutique’ value for investors and visitors as they 
see these how these other downtown elements 
can be brought together to convey a high-quality 
environment rather than simply relying on a ge-
neric layout of streets and buildings. 
 
     In 2012, the Growing Healthy Communities 
initiative was created to promote physical activity, 
access to affordable healthy food and community 
fitness and to connect health and economic de-
velopment impacts in West Virginia Main Street 
and ON TRAC communities.  In time, this pro-
gram  will  help  downtowns  broaden their green- 
 



 a community more bike-friendly, an area more 
walkable, a farmer’s market more usable for both 
vendors and shoppers. 
In 2015, Gov. Earl Ray Tomblin announced 
awards for seven projects totaling $135,720 in 
grants for the Growing Healthy Communities 
Grant Program. The projects provided grants to: 

§ Elkins ON TRAC: Begin the implementation 
phase of the rail yard path to connect the 
Elkins Rail Yard to downtown attractions. 

§ Main Street Fairmont: Begin the implemen-
tation phase of the Fairmont Connectivity 
Plan. Crosswalks will be painted with murals 
and artistic bike racks will be installed in the 
historic downtown, and community events will 
be held to encourage use and safety for pe-
destrians and cyclists. 

§ Main Street Kingwood:  Continue the devel-
opment of the Preston County/Kingwood 
Farm to Table initiative by loaning iPads to 
local farmers to enable credit card, EBT, and 
WIC acceptance at the Kingwood Farmers 
Market. The project will also install a high-
tunnel and community garden to encourage 
gardening among seniors and low income 
citizens in the area. 

§ Main Street Morgantown: Design and imple-
ment way finding signage to connect existing 
trails, the Wharf district, and the downtown 
area. 

§ Parsons Revitalization Organization: Add 
fitness stations and activity panels in Mill 
Race Park. 

§ Town of Shinnston: Conduct a local busi-
ness health assessment and enhance walka-
bility by completing the Rail Trail and the trail 
in Ferguson Park. 

§ Town of Sutton: Enhance the Sutton Farm-
ers Market and promote bicycling in Sutton. 
The grant project will provide more canopies 
and tables for the Sutton Farmers Market, 
install a sound system and security system at 
the Sutton Farmer’s Market, and a plan for a 
permanent structure. The project will also 
install 18 bike racks in the area and hold an 
event to promote cycling. 

Whether creating bike paths, planting community 
gardens or making farmers markets more shop-
per-friendly, these community projects show inge-
nuity and commitment to improving health and 
encouraging economic development.  
 

Trends and Issues 
     Public outdoor recreation is all about 
creating opportunities to refresh mind and 
body in different environments.  These op-
portunities evolve over time, influenced by a 
variety of trends and issues.  Broad matters 
influencing the finance of new recreational 
development since the State’s 2009-2013 
SCORP include these major challenges and 
accomplishments: 

 Following the prosperity of the 1990’s 
and Millennium, the recent Great Reces-
sion marked the most significant reduc-
tion in states’ revenues since the Great 
Depression. 

 Federal budget battles have accompa-
nied significant declines in federal LWCF 
assistance for the acquisition and devel-
opment of high-quality public outdoor rec-
reational projects. 

 Obesity rates continue to increase for 
West Virginia and the nation as the im-
provement of public health has arguably 
become the nation’s number one domes-
tic policy issue. 

 West Virginia continues to age, as it 
maintains its rank of having the third old-
est population in the United States—both 
a challenge as well as an opportunity for 
simultaneously having fewer preferences 
for active, youth-oriented recreational fa-
cilities as well as growth potential for re-
tirees and second home development. 

 West Virginia was successful over scores 
of other states in the Boy Scouts of 
America’s selection of their permanent 
venue for a National  Scout Jamboree 
site at the Summit Bechtel Reserve in 
Fayette County.  Besides its variety of 
world-class, outdoor recreational opportu-
nities, the state’s ‘wild and wonderful’ 
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now generated a consortium approach 
by and between more than 25 state and 
private agencies or groups in West Vir-
ginia which are now beginning to net-
work together to address a number of 
the challenges and opportunities noted 
here. (for additional description of these 
consortiums, go to www.trythiswv.com 
and www.keys4healthykids.com). 

Details of Trends 

“Recent economic conditions are leading 
many parks and recreation agencies across 
the country to cut their budgets….recreation 
resources per capita are projected to be 
about 2/3 of what they are now by 2060, yet 
demand will rise substantially by that year.” 

—quotes from Recreation Management  and                     
 the U.S. Forest Service (NSRE) 

     For years the LWCF grants-in-aid pro-
gram has been a ‘go-to’ sosurce of financial 
support for park capital improvements.  How-
ever in the history of the program, federal 
funds have been dramatically cut since 1982 
(see table below), greatly limiting the number 
and size of grant awards.  Effects have been 

 

 

natural areas were judged to be readily    
accessible via existing commercial carri-
ers— rail, airline and interstate—to larger 
regions. 

 The U.S. 2010 Census reveals 80.7 per-
cent of the nation’s population now living 
in urban areas.  Significantly, the rural-to-
urban shift is occurring nearly three times 
faster than the overall population growth 
rate of 9.7 percent.  The land conversion 
accompanying this population shift ac-
counts for the ‘sanctuary in rural green-
ery’ East Coast visitors see in the Moun-
tain State’s available natural areas.  In 
large part, this demographic accounts for 
West Virginia’s trend-bucking, exponen-
tial growth in big game hunting and ATV 
ridership when compared to national 
trends. 

 The multi-dimensional aspects of linking 
physical activity opportunities with strong-
er place-making, access to healthier 
foods, improvements to the natural envi-
ronment, and increased access to new or 
better economic opportunities has  
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Fig. 12: Time Value of Money—LWCF Annual Apportionments Adjusted for 2014 Dollars 

 

 



dens, zoos, cultural arts groups, and universities have 
turned to Friends Organizations. 

 

A Friends Organization is simply a non-profit 501(c)3 
corporation whose purpose is to assist with the im-
provement of the agency that it serves, most commonly 
in the area of financial support. Support may also come 
in the form of volunteerism and advocacy. Specifically, 
Friends Organizations can be used in the following 
ways: 

1. Creating an additional flow of funds on a year-
ly basis through an annual campaign. 

2. Creating a flow of funds for a special projects 
including designated capital improvements. 

3. Using Friends as volunteer staff for special 
projects/special events. 

4. Serving as an operating entity if the govern-
mental entity is unable. 

5. Sponsorship of fund raising events. 

 

Many governmental agencies have created park and 
recreation departments that need external public sup-
port. With philanthropic support becoming more im-
portant to all non-profit organizations, a trust instrument 
designed for the sole purpose of acquiring gifts is an 
essential element of a comprehensive development 
program and key to the long term success and sustain-
ability of park agencies.  Fewer than five percent of 
publically-managed parks follow these recommenda-
tions. 

 

Establishing a Foundation 

The important of a separate trust fund or supporting 
foundation is that individuals, businesses, and philan-
thropic foundations, in general, are reluctant to contrib-
ute to governmental agencies. In fact, there is really no 
precedent for major giving to units of government. How-
ever, people will contribute to non-political trust funds 
established with guidelines that state its specific pur-
pose and are administered by an independent group of 
trustees whose main purpose is to generate monies for 
the fund, and assure that they are managed for the pur-
pose intended. 

Partnering with Your Community Foundation 

It may be appropriate, and to some extent economically 
feasible, to establish a “donor advised fund” with a local 
community foundation. Community foundations already 
have in place tax-exempt status and the expertise to 
handle such an arrangement. In exchange for using the 
community foundation’s tax exempt status, its facilities, 
its staff, as well as saving the time, effort, and funds to 
create a separate trust fund, the local entity relinquishes 
the rights to the final decisions for managing and distrib-
uting the fund monies. 

The parks and recreation field must become pro-active 
in acquiring resources from the private sector to ad-
dress the deferred maintenance needs of their agen-
cies, to provide for the long-term financial sustainability 
for West Virginia parks through the establishment of 
endowments. While we want to build and grow the capi-
tal facilities that provide for the healthy places in our 
communities that attract tourists, improve community 
wellness, and conserve natural resources, it is impera-
tive that we identify resources that will guarantee the 
existence of facilities and programs into the future. 

The Need for Philanthropy and Friends to Sustain 
Our Parks & Recreation Facilities 

By: G. Randolph Worls 

Chairman, The Oglebay Foundation 

 

 

 

As the competition for traditional funding sources and 
consumer dollars grows more intense, public service/
non-profit organizations must rely on producing revenue 
through a wide variety of means, among them the dona-
tions of friends and supporters. Because revenue from 
taxes, fees, and charges can no longer meet optimal 
operation and maintenance requirements, most organi-
zations are facing a challenging financial deficit. To help 
bridge the gap between agency needs and revenue  
many park and recreation departments, botanical gar-

 



 

disproportionate, with southern distressed 
counties of the Third Congressional District 
seeking funds the least due to the program’s 
local matching requirements. 

     Of greater concern is the obsolescence 
of previously funded park improvements built 
during the onset of the program that 40 years 
later, have all but reached the end of their life 
cycle.  State-maintained parks alone have 
unmet needs exceeding $60 million (see Ap-
pendix).  Now much of what was built then is 
due for replacement, without significant fund 
sources being available to finance necessary 
improvements.  As a consequence, deferred 
maintenance is an all-to-common observa-
tion, underscored by the large number of   
comments received in our 2014 survey about 
needed improvements to existing facilities. 

     Measures to reinstate the LWCF pro-
gram to a greater share of its $900 million 
authorization may yet gain traction in the 
near-term Congressional budget debates.   
Three current bills to reinstate LWCF funding 
include S. 1265, S. 1813, and HR 2727. 

    While the LWCF program is not a sole 
source of support for public outdoor recrea-
tion, a comprehensive review of park re-
sources goes beyond the scope of this policy 
plan.  Given the limits of present and pro-
spective governmental assistance, philan-
thropic support from West Virginia founda-
tions will need to be  pursued  more in the 
future (see sidebar and listing of WV founda-
tions in Appendix ‘Park Source and Support 
References’). 

     Aside from these Congressional initia-
tives, financial assistance for park develop-
ments from governmental sources appears 
very limited.  Our 2014 survey asked if cur-
rent financial assistance for parks and tour-
ism infrastructure  was good, bad or indiffer-
ent, to which only 12 percent of residents felt 
it was ‘bad’ while 51 percent thought current 
support was good.  A significant minority of 
37 percent were either indifferent towards, or 
unresponsive to, this issue. 

      

 

     Of particular interest to West Virgini-
ans is the House Bill, sponsored by First Dis-
trict Congressman David McKinley, whose 
motives in sponsorship include correction of 
the inequities between federal and state ap-
portionments and the creation of greater in-
centives for tourism-based job growth and 
local economic development. 

“If I knew I was going to live so long, I would 
have taken better care of myself.” 

—Lawrence Peter ‘Yogi’ Berra 

 

     West Virginians continue to struggle 
with the effects from a wide variety of health 
issues including high blood pressure, smok-
ing, physical inactivity, obesity, diabetes, and 
preventable hospitalizations, according to the 
American Public Health Association (see Ap-
pendix for State Health Rankings Details and 
WV Bureau of Public Health sidebar follow-
ing this section). 

     Everyone recreates differently, howev-
er our 2014 SCORP survey sought to get a 
more effective understanding of people’s rec-
reational preferences not only by the purpose 
of their activity but also the context in which 
they chose one interest over another.  As a 
consequence, several of the most common 
physical activity preferences—walking, run-
ning and cycling—were paired with the pas-
sive recreational interest of driving for pleas-
ure, in both census-defined, urban and rural 
environments.  As an additional measure, 
urban and rural residents were each asked to 
prioritize their respective park facility inter-
ests.  Finally, a cross-tabulation of activity 
interests was examined by physical activity 
level (‘low—being limited or no physical ac-
tivity interest, medium—being casual or oc-
casional physical activity interest, and high—
being  daily  or  near- daily  physical  activity  
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State Health Officer Gives Prescription for 
Better Health 
 
By: Dr. Rahul Gupta 
 
Commissioner, West Virginia Bureau of Public  
Health, DHHR 
 
 
 
 In West Virginia, residents are lucky to 
live in beautiful spaces that encourage outdoor 
activities. People are more likely to walk and be 
physically active, as well as enjoy higher levels of 
health and well-being, when they have easy ac-
cess to parks and trails within their communities.1  
A top priority for the West Virginia Department of 
Health and Human Resources Bureau for Public 
Health (BPH) is working with communities, 
worksites and schools to improve trails and side-
walks for walking and assure connectivity in 
transportation planning.2  The goal is for adults 
and children of all ability levels to have easy and 
safe access to physical activity in the places 
where we live, work, learn, pray and play. 
 
 Only a few lifestyle choices have as large 
of an impact on a person’s health as physical ac-
tivity. The Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC) reports that people who are physi-
cally active for about seven hours a week have a 
40% lower risk of premature death than those 
who are active for less than 30 minutes per 
week.3 The benefits of exercise add up.  Each 
additional 15 minutes of daily exercise will reduce 
all causes of death from chronic disease  by 4% 
and cancer deaths will be reduced by 1%.4 BPH 
Commissioner and State Health Officer Dr. Rahul 
Gupta says that getting outside to walk is the pre-
scription that offers the greatest health benefits at 
the lowest cost.  

 
 “Regular physical activity lowers the risk 
of heart disease, stroke, some cancers, and helps 
control type 2 diabetes.  It improves mood, 
memory and overall health,” Dr. Gupta said. 
“Walking is good exercise for people of all ages 
and it’s free. You can walk alone or in a group, at 
any time of day, and in most types of weather.” 
 
 Physical activity not only has tremendous 
health benefits, but can save tens of thousands of 
dollars for a person over their lifetime.  Physical 
inactivity is associated with two types of costs.  
First are the health care costs related to chronic 
conditions, including doctor’s visits, prescriptions 
and hospitalizations.5 Second are the costs asso-
ciated with lost wages and premature death.5 

 

   

 These are just a few of several projects 
important to BPH. The people of West Virginia 
deserve to have every opportunity to be healthy, 
and understanding the long-term health and fi-
nancial benefits of physical activity is a critical 
step toward that goal.  People must have access 
to the opportunities that our beautiful state has to 
offer.  It’s all about healthy people in healthy plac-
es across West Virginia! 
 
 
 
1. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
Strategies to Prevent Obesity and Other Chronic 
Diseases: The CDC Guide to Strategies to In-
crease Physical Activity in the Community. U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services; 
2011. 
 

 BPH supports and promotes physical 
activity through many activities, including funding 
community projects like “Mt. Hope on the Move” 
in Fayette County and “Get Out, Get Active, Get 
Healthy” in Greenbrier County.6 Mt. Hope is creat-
ing a walking/running club for residents and dis-
tributing an area map of walking trails. Greenbrier 
County’s project includes a walking program, 
physical and nutritional activities, and fruit/
vegetable fairs throughout the county, with the 
aim of increasing usage of state parks, walking 
and biking trails 



participation’) which was inferred from resi-
dents’ trip frequencies, purpose and stated 
priority preferences.  The figures below and 
on the following page denote the recreational 
activity, facility and amenity preferences of 
state residents by the location of their demo-
graphic (‘urban’ or ‘rural’) and their user par-
ticipation rate (‘low’, ‘medium’ or ‘high’). 
 
 Consistent with national trends 
and prior State SCORP surveys, walking 
continues to be the first choice of West Vir-
ginia residents for physical activity (see 
Fig.13).  By any other measure, the availabil-
ity of trails to walk on was either a first or 
second facility priority (see Fig. 14).  Moreo-
ver, the availability of trails was of particular 
importance to rural West Virginians and 
those low-activity park users who would 
stand to gain the most from having more ac-
cessible walking opportunities.  The health 
significance of being  too  far  from  a  safe  
place to walk for  
 

 

    Figure 14: Physical Activity Levels— 
      “Urban” vs. “Rural“ Demographic 
 
 The 29 percent ‘low’ physical activ-
ity participation rate noted in the State’s  
SCORP survey is consistent with West Vir-
ginia Bureau of Public Health’s 2012 BRFSS 
data indicating that 31 percent  of West Vir-
ginia adults participate in no leisure-time 
physical activity or exercise, which ranks 
West Virginia 3rd-highest in the nation for a 
lack of physical activity.  In the other two cat-
egories, 50 percent of survey respondents 
were classified as casual or moderate park 
users while the remaining 21 percent were 
classified as daily or frequent park users. 

                 Overall Activity Preferences: 

Figure 13: Activity Preferences—Statewide 
and by the Urban-Rural Demographic 

 
rural residents is noted in Figures 13 and 14 
—those residents living in a rural area are 
more likely to be less active and be more in-
active generally than their urban neighbors.  
As aerobic levels increase from walking to 
running or cycling, the activity disparities be-
tween urban and rural areas increases dra-
matically by a near 2-to-I margin (See Fig. 
13). 
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     Specific Activity Preferences by Area Type: 

                        Walking:   Running:   Cycling: 
Urban Areas:         51%         15%         15% 
 
Rural Areas:          43%           9%            8% 

Park Users’ Physical Activity Levels by Area Type: 
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Figure 15 (above): WV Residents’ Park Facility Priorities by Demographic & Activity Level 

Figure 16 (below): WV Residents’ Park Activity Priorities by Demographic & Activity Level 

 
    Our survey results further indicated 
that the majority of casual park users were 
also the least motivated in term of requiring 
more park amenities or programs to feel mo-
tivated to be more active.  A list of the most 
common items  from  more   than  550   com-
ments  re- 

ceived is shown below.  Significantly, two of 
the highest rated improvements—better 
walkways and restrooms—are readily 
achievable within the limits of LWCF projects 
recently funded. 



“West Virginia must do everything possible to 
protect its lovely wilderness and natural se-
renity—while the rest of the world becomes a 
crowded beehive.” 

—Charleston Gazette op-ed, July 27, 2014 

     Our 2014 SCORP survey asked resi-
dents to describe their most memorable park 
experience in three words.  Their words and 
thoughts were arranged as a word ‘cloud,’ for 
the cover of this report.  Many if not most of 
the comments expressed intangible, un-
quantifiable market values, which have often-
times made support for parks a difficult prop-
osition.  Nonetheless these non-market val-
ues have become the basis for a significant 
state tourism industry, which the national 
Outdoor Industry Association (OIA) estimat-
ed in 2012 to generate $7.6 billion in in-state 
consumer spending, $2 billion in wages and 
salaries, 82,000 direct West Virginia jobs and 
$532 million in state and local tax revenues. 

     State and local parks represent some 
of the most stable assets in our communities 
and can  well serve  to attract other invest-
ments and help the state and its localities 
diversify our economic base.  The value of 
appearances in this regard cannot be under-
estimated.  Significantly, ‘good views’ be-
sides common park amenities rated highly 
among both urban and rural area residents in 
our June, 2014 survey.  For smaller commu-
nities in our more rural areas, as well as 
some larger places, imagining park improve-
ments can be difficult when growth is mini-
mal.  However, quality placemaking de-
mands that this effort be made, and is the 
object of further discussion in the last section 
of this report, dealing with updates and im-
plementation of our LWCF program policy for 
the 2015-2020 period. 

Ity-building within the State’s parks, forests 
and wildlife management areas, ski and ATV 
venues, and cultural or heritage businesses 
supporting cultural or heritage development, 
additional lodging and the expressed support 
of the Boy Scout’s Summit Bechtel Reserve.  
West Virginia is well-positioned for growth in 
all these areas, in spite of flat or declining 
national trends in hunting, fishing and off-
road, motorized recreation, according to the 
U.S. Forest Service’s 2012 Outdoor Recrea-
tion Trends and Futures. 

     While West Virginia’s population 
growth is among the least of states (2000-
2010, +2.5%, U.S. Census), its value as a 
still-predominantly rural area is a draw for 
greater visitation from more urbanized areas 
of the country that now outpace the overall 
rate of U.S. population growth (12.1 percent 
urbanized area growth vs. 9.7% overall 
growth, 2010 Census).  As a consequence 
big game hunting is on the rise here as is 
ATV ridership.(see Fig. 17 below). 

 

While West Virginia ATV ridership is less 
than U.S. ridership (21.2 %, USFS NSRE vs. 
11.7 % WV, 2014 Economic and Fiscal Im-
pact of the Hatfield-McCoy Trail System, MU-
CBER) the NSRE does not reflect where that 
ridership takes place.  In West Virginia’s 
case, 80 percent of the Hatfield-McCoy Au-
thority’s permits reflect out-of-state visitation, 
from Canada to Florida over its 700 mile sys-
tem. 

Source: WV-DNR  

     On a larger scale, the state Division of 
Tourism’s 2012 Ten Year Plan highlights the 
importance of broad investments and capac- 

Figure 17: WV Big Game Hunting Trend 



 

Figure 18: LWCF Fund Distribution by County in West Virginia 

Figure 19:  Population Distribution by County in West Virginia, 2010 Census 
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 Maps shown 
here of prior year LWCF 
investments, 2010 state 
population concentra-
tions by county, and 
state primary roads  
(see next page) help 
explain broad develop-
ment patterns and 
needs.   While local 
parks can be found 
throughout the State 
(see Appendix for coun-
ty park features by re-
gion),  only 40 percent 
of localities have partici-
pated in the LWCF pro-
gram to date.  
 
    In 50 years of 
LWCF funding, per 
capita LWCF project 
grants have averaged 
$30.00 per capita, 
statewide (mean value, 
$30.00; median value, 
$41.42).  Concentra-
tions of LWCF funding 
in the Northern Pan-
handle and Eastern 
Mountains area of the 
state have generally 
been due to the devel-
opment of regional park 
attractions such as 
Oglebay Park in the 
Wheeling-Pittsburgh 
metropolitan area, Ca-
naan Valley and Black-
water Falls State Parks 
in Tucker County, and 
several state park, for-
est and wildlife man-
agement area initia-
tives concentrated in 
Pocahontas County.   
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Plan Implementation: Where Do We 
Go From Here? 
 
 
 As noted in the SCORP Abstract, this 
SCORP serves as a guide for the allocation 
of federal LWCF grants for qualified LWCF 
projects and applicants [see OPSP/ESP in 
Appendix].  Plan implementation for the Fis-
cal 2015-2020 period is premised upon two 
limiting conditions: reduced federal funding 
and greater demands for increased park 
maintenance to deal with significant and 
growing repair and replacement needs for 
both state and local parks. 
 
 
 

Figure 20: Principal Highways in West Virginia and Surrounding Areas 

 Outward population growth and major 
travel patterns suggest future regional de-
mands for  LWCF-assistance in the Morgan-
town/I-68 corridor through the Eastern Pan-
handle for this area’s population growth, the 
Corridor ‘L’ area through New River Gorge 
region for anticipated growth and develop-
ment of the Boy Scouts of America’s Summit
-Bechtel Reserve, and further development 
of camping and other trailhead support facili-
ties in the Southwest Coalfields to broaden 
off-road recreation supplied by the Hatfield-
McCoys Recreational Trail Authority given 
eventual buildouts of the King Coal and Coal-
field Expressways which will improve public 
access to this  underserved region (See 
Fig.20, above). 

 

 

 



 
 
Strategies: 
 
 Note and prioritize, through appropriate 

state Open Project Selection Process 
(OPSP) criteria, projects which correct 
state or local facility needs to deal with 
physical or functional obsolescence. 

 Broaden and deepen state support for 
LWCF projects which promote or correct 
ADA accommodations for disabled or el-
derly park patrons. 

 Prioritize park projects which demon-
strate initiatives toward greater public 
support of necessary park improvements 
with such actions as ‘save our parks,’ 
‘friends of the park’ campaigns, or effec-
tive use of local community improvement 
foundations. 

 

First  2015-2020  Facility Priority: 
 
Provide assistance for park , forest or 
wildlife area capital repairs to restore or 
maintain services to support demands 
beyond the present. 

 Discussion:  A plurality of resi-
dents’ demands for better maintained parks 
as opposed to more park facilities represents 
the most significant change from prior West 
Virginia SCORP priorities.  Increased mainte-
nance here for funding purposes pertains to 
major capital repairs of basic park infrastruc-
ture in contrast to the support of routine park 
maintenance, which is an expected standard 
of care for all LWCF project sponsors.   
 
 Discussions with State park officials 
indicates greater need for park maintenance 
financing given the difficulty of attracting or 
securing private funding for this type of work.  
Local capital park needs estimated at $200 
million in the 2003 SCORP have now grown 
to a value in excess of $250 million, given 
the time value of money.  State park immedi-
ate capital project costs now exceed $60 mil-
lion [see Appendix: 2015 Unmet State Park 
Needs] reflecting the quickened pace at 
which costs of replacing old facilities rapidly 
exceeds functional obsolescence when de-
preciated on a straight line basis.  LWCF 
funds continue to represent a smart use of 
this limited fund source for the reasons not-
ed. 

Second 2015-2020 Facility Priority: 
 
Provide assistance for State or local park 
renovations to promote active lifestyles, 
innovate community cores or attract or 
retain visitors to an area. 
 

 Discussion:  This SCORP priority 
reaffirms the need for expansion of basic 
park infrastructure as a public good.  Walking 
continues to be the number one, statewide 
recreational preference of a broad cross-
section of residents, however any number of 
other worthwhile park improvements noted 
previously in the Trends section and in our 
statewide SCORP survey [see Appendix, 
SCORP survey] serve the purpose of making 
our State’s communities more desirable plac-
es to live or visit, create venues for greater 
youth and adult physical fitness, promote 
better attraction or retention of business or 
economic development, or provide core lei-
sure facilities in underserved areas without 
such necessary public outdoor improve-
ments.   
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LWCF Project Funding Priorities: 



Strategies: 
 
 Prioritize candidate projects having pro-

gram descriptions which elaborate on a 
wide variety of public needs and interests 
addressed through their project proposal. 

 Provide funding support for projects in 
under-served areas by virtue of their in-
creased demand for—or basic lack of—
core park facilities. 

 Encourage connections beyond strictly 
park and recreation enterprises to other 
non-profit, for-profit, and educational en-
deavors that broaden and deepen the 
value of recreational resources made 
available through the LWCF program. 

Third 2015-2020 Facility Priority: 
 
Provide assistance for the acquisition 
and development of natural areas in sup-
port of trail development to match ap-
proved Recreational Trails projects, or 
other federally-approved, LWCF match-
ing share program. 

 Discussion:  Given the overall limi-
tation of funding available for new, public out-
door recreational facilities, state and federal 
programs should be considered together 
when practical to maximize the beneficial im-
pacts to be had from jointly financing a given 
outdoor recreational proposal.  Owing to var-
ying review requirements and procedures for 
different LWCF-eligible, matching share pro-
grams such as the WVDOT Recreational 
Trails program [see sidebar description] and 
DHUD Community Development Block Grant 
programs, candidate LWCF projects leverag-
ing other eligible federal funding resources 
need to proceed in their review by the Na-
tional Park Service from a position of already 
being an approved project grant from the oth-
er cognizant federal fund sponsor. 

 
 

Strategies: 
 
 Encourage greater use of RT project 

funds in under-served rural areas in com-
bination with LWCF eligible project activi-
ties. 

 Encourage and work with state ATV inter-
ests in broadening and deepening local 
park connections to existing ATV trails for 
day-use park development or local ATV 
trailhead support. 

 Work cooperatively with the West Virginia 
Outdoor Heritage Conservation Fund 
(OHCF) to help develop public trails or 
access across candidate OHCF projects. 
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Braxton County Trail (Two phases at the middle school) 

– Braxton County  

Hurricane Valley Park - Putnam County 

Morgan Grove Park Trail – Jefferson County 

Paden City Trail (Two phases, City Park) – Tyler County 

Wine Cellar Trail – Kanawha County 

 

Alexander Park Trail – Monroe County 

Belmont School Trail – Pleasants County 

Yankee Trail (Wellsburg) – Brooke County 

Paw Paw Town Trail – Morgan County 

Warm Springs Middle School Trail – Berkeley County 

Buckhannon River Trail – Upshur County 

Homestead School – Randolph County 

Twin Branch Trail – McDowell County 

Ellenboro Elementary School Trail – Ritchie County 

Calhoun County Trail (Grantsville) – Calhoun County 

Waterways Trail – Boone County 

Homecrest Manor Trail – 
Wood County 

With the latest SCORP research indicating the public is 
receptive to this initiative, the Recreational Trail Pro-
gram and the West Virginia Trails Advisory Board will 
continue to recommend community trail projects to the 
Secretary of Transportation for future grant awards. 

The lack of safe places to walk, run or bicycle for both 
recreation and fitness has been a long term problem 
recognized by governmental and non-profit organiza-
tions fighting the high rate of obesity and poor health in 
West Virginia.  Many times those who wish to walk for 
recreation or exercise are forced to walk along narrow 
roadway shoulders with vehicular traffic passing close 
by. 

In recognition of this dangerous reality, the West      
Virginia Recreational Trails Advisory Board has attempt-
ed to ameliorate this situation by recommending pro-
jects for the Recreational Trails Program that construct 
local recreational trails, usually centered around a com-
munity asset, like a park, a school, or a community cen-
ter.  These trails, usually level and circular in nature, 
built to accessibility standards, offer residents of local 
rural communities a place to walk in safety. 

The trails built near schools also have the added benefit 
of providing physical activity for the local school children 
and helping combat obesity and poor physical fitness in 
the young. 

The opportunity has also presented itself on a larger 
scale when urban trails have been created allowing 
urban resident the opportunity to combine recreational/
health benefits with alternative transportation.  A prime 
example of this is the White Oak Rail Trail in Oak Hill. 

  

White Oak Trail – Fayette County 

Some examples of Recreational Trails Program awards 
serving fitness needs in communities are: 

Safe Trails for Healthy Lifestyles 

Ryan C. Burns, West Virginia State Trails Coordinator 

West Virginia Department of Transportation 



 

      Water Category         Water Use 

              A       Public Water 

              B    Fish Propagation 

              C       Recreation 

              D    Irrigation/Watering 

              E   Navigation/Industrial 

 

 

Figure 22:  Percent Change in Planted/Cultivated Crops by Watershed 

 

Figure 21: West Virginia Watersheds by Hydrological Groupings 

Source: WV DEP 2014 Section 303(d) List 
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          Figure 23: Counts of Rare, Threatened or Endangered (RTE) Aquatic Species by Watershed 

Source; WV-DNR 

 63,689 acres of known State wet-
lands covering an estimated 70,000 sites—
only 0.4 percent of the State’s land mass—
are particularly sensitive landscapes neces-
sary for the protection of wildlife habitats (see 
RTE aquatic habitats in Fig. 23, above) and 
the cushioning of stormwater runoff ef-
fects.  Located primarily along the Ohio River 
and Eastern Mountains areas of the state, a 
draft listing of the most Exemplary Wetlands 
is more fully described in the Appendix.  The 
State’s Wetlands Conservation Plan, as up-
dated (see Plan Appendix)  and ongoing 
monitoring and assessment efforts will help 
broaden the methodological base for quanti-
tative information available, required and 
needed for better wetlands and shallow 
stream protection and promotion.  To date, 
most state wetlands recreational projects  
 

have been spurred by mitigation efforts in-
volved with new bridge and highway pro-
jects.  Typical of past efforts include fishing 
and canoe access made from low-water 
crossings built during bridge replacement 
projects as well as wildlife habitat buffers 
constructed along major highway upgrades. 

 Public recreational access to 
floodplain and wetland areas is likely to be-
come a greater positive use of these re-
sources with the effects of future climate 
change upon the 
state.  While not affected by sea level chang-
es, fluctuations and increases in rain events 
over the next several years are expected to 
increase demands upon the state’s commu-
nities to prepare for and adapt to greater 
flooding vulnerabilities.  As noted in the  
State’s  recent  DHUD National  Disaster    20 

 



Resiliency Competition (NDRC) application, 
riparian lands offer state communities the 
opportunity to buffer threats posed by excess 
flood waters, rising riverbeds, and other haz-
ards with the creation of new parks, green-
ways, and bike and walking trails among oth-
er projects which would altogether promote 
an aesthetic feature with new functional us-
es.  Current planning efforts to deal with pro-
jected climate-related trends have increased 
work by and between the state’s Department 
of Homeland Security and Emergency Man-
agement (DHSEM), the National Weather 
Service and the State Climatologist in this 
regard to better equip state and local capabil-
ities to understand, prepare for, mitigate and 
recover from flood and other storm events.  
 

Where Do We Go From Here? (Part 2: 
People and Other Resources) 
 
“A person is a person through other per-
sons.”                    —Zulu Proverb 

practices acceding environmental improve-
ments from the LWCF and RT construction 
grants include initiatives from groups includ-
ing these organizations: 

 Further, more engaged community
-building efforts include the State’s Main 
Street and On-Trac community development 
programs [see sidebar] which help align and 
integrate any number of different community 
development projects with professional, tech-
nical assistance.  Additional state grants in-
cluding the Neighborhood Investment Pro-
gram and Community Partnership programs 
administered by the West Virginia Develop-
ment Office may further qualify particular pro-
jects with a public recreation  scope [go to 
<wvcommerce.org/people>].  Altogether, 
these different initiatives and partnerships 
help raise public awareness and interests in 
building the social, physical and community 
capacities necessary for sound placemaking. 
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 As noted, imagining change can be 
difficult when growth is limited, as found in 
many parts of West Virginia.  However, incre-
mental changes can lead to major impacts 
when an effort is both organized and commit-
ted.  Previously described LWCF and RT 
grant programs represent the State’s longest 
standing governmental programs dedicated 
to the construction of public outdoor recrea-
tion facilities.  Other newer programs and 
initiatives now offer important enabling steps 
with the incentive of mini-grants to help or-
ganizations and communities take steps to-
wards developing permanent park and com-
munity development improvements.    
 
 Passage of the State’s Healthy 
Lifestyles Act in 2005 spurred a host of initia-
tives at the State and local levels, enabling 
group efforts to improve policies and practic-
es for greater physical activity and healthy 
eating.  State  efforts  to  improve  the  poli-



 

 National park databases (see table 
above and also ‘Source and Support’ re-
sources in the Appendix) include metrics on 
some community cost and resident priorities 
noted in our June SCORP survey.  By and 
large, most West Virginians’ park priorities 
were fairly modest.  The simplest improve-
ments—handicapped-accessible restrooms 
and walkways, fountains, cleaning and 
clearing, and updated signage—can all be 
readily phased for a pay-as-you-go ap-
proach within a locality’s abilities.  Better 
capacity building with improvements such 
as these can help pave the way towards 
greater park programming for special 
events,  sports  tournaments or races, spon- 

 sored youth activities, or arts and crafts ex-
hibits and installations. 

 Park improvements are not limited 
to stand alone, park-only projects.  In our 
June survey, park usage was reported to in-
crease in the range of five to ten additional 
trips per month when a park or sport-related 
visit could be combined with some other pur-
pose.  Chief among other non-park/park re-
lated attractions were, “good places to eat 
nearby.”  For larger communities with plan-
ning and zoning this may be a consideration 
in their future comprehensive planning to ex-
amine the development of mixed-use, park/
commercial combinations that could serve to 
attract or retain visitors to their area and help 
reinforce investments with mutually compati-
ble activities. 

(United States) 

Future Developments 
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Source: NRPA National Database 

           Figure 24:  National  Average Park Operating Costs Per Size of  System 

       Figure 25:   Forest Service Estimation of Future Park Changes 

  Source: USDA National Survey on Recreation and the Environment (NSRE) 



LWCF & Other State Issues: 

 

focused, public and non-profit coalitions now 
engaged to increase public awareness and 
education regarding healthy lifestyles includ-
ing the benefits of public outdoor recreation.  
These cross-sectional partnerships are re-
sponsible for such policy and programming 
initiatives as ‘Complete Streets’ legislation, 
physical activity events and improved mes-
saging regarding healthier living habits.  As a 
consequence, whether as an antecedent or a 
goal, the State’s LWCF program provides a 
worthwhile physical complement towards 
helping   manifest these other policy and sys-
tem initiatives.  By and of itself, this pro-
gram’s limited funding precludes the funding 
of major capital improvements for public 
parks; however, it incentivizes other public 
and private resources towards realizing the 
LWCF program’s worthwhile objectives. 

     For the more distant future, the Out-
door Industry Association (OIA) and Forest 
Service’s 2012 National Survey on Recrea-
tion and the Environment (NSRE) forecasts 
recreational impacts influenced by a mix of 
environmental, technological and cultural is-
sues.  While large-scale environmental is-
sues characterize the NSRE’s forecast (see 
Fig. 25, preceding page) the OIA’s view is 
more sanguine and underscores the increas-
ing use of social media to share outdoor ex-
periences and provide greater variety in rec-
reational opportunities beyond the usual hik-
ing, fishing, and sightseeing—what it charac-
terizes as being ‘inclusive’ of younger, more 
diverse park users interests, ‘accessible’ 
parks more accommodating of peoples’ time 
constraints, greater commercial connectivity, 
and ‘experiential’ —looking for opportunities 
to make the outdoors a catalyst for building 
relationships and bonding with more family 
and friends. 
 
     Providing such high-quality outdoor recre-
ational opportunities is certainly an important 
key to developing  healthy lifestyles—and the 
availability of LWCF dollars is just as im-
portant to maintaining them to help make any 
lifestyle changes permanent. 

 
 The State’s LWCF program offers an 
underfunded, yet nonetheless valuable, envi-
ronmental approach towards helping to de-
velop thriving communities with the funding 
of worthwhile, outdoor recreational construc-
tion grant projects.  For the future, underlying 
barriers of declining revenues, aging popula-
tion and out-migration will continue to chal-
lenge the governance of both State and local 
units of government.  What the LWCF lacks 
in purpose to be able to deal with such de-
mographic and other social changes  is more  
than addressed by  the  many health- 
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SCORP Glossary: 
 
ATV  -  All-terrain vehicle. 
 
BASE  - Building-Antenna-Structure-Cliff (Earth) parachute jumping. 
 
BPH  -  West Va. Bureau of Public Health, Division of Health and Human Resources 
 
BRFSS  -  Behavioral  Risk Factor Statewide Survey (DHHR-BPH publication) 
 
DHSEM  -  West Va. Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management. 
 
DHUD  -  U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. 
 
ESF  - Environmental Screening Form, NPS LWCF application requirement. 
 
HR 2727  -  House Bill 2727, WV !st District Congressman David McKinley, Sponsor. 
 
LWCF  -  Land and Water Conservation Fund. 
 
Main Street  -  Historic preservation-based community development program  
                        administered in West Virginia through the WVDO. 
 
MU-CBER  -  Center for Business and Economic Research, Marshall University. 
 
NDRC  -  National Disaster Resiliency Competition (DHUD program). 
 
NPS  -  National Park Service. 
 
NRPA  -  National Recreation and Park Association. 
 
NSRE  -  National Survey on Recreation and the Environment, U.S. Forest Service. 
 
OHCF  -  Outdoor Heritage and Conservation Fund, West Va. Dept. of Commerce. 
 
OIA  -  Outdoor Industry Association. 
 
On-Trac  -  Community development capacity building program of the WVDO. 
 
OPSP  -  Open Project Selection Process, NPS SCORP requirement. 
 
RT  -  Recreational Trails grant-in-aid program of the West Va. Dept. of Transportation. 
 
S. 1265  -  Senate Bill 1265, LWCF Authorization; Jeff Bingaman (D-NM), Sponsor. 
 
SCORP  -  Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan, NPS requirement. 
 
WVDNR  -  West Virginia Division of Natural Resources. 
 
WVDO  - West Virginia Development Office. 
 
WVDOT  -  West Virginia Division of Highways. 
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SCORP APPENDIX: 
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33.83% 137

66.17% 268

Q1 Tell us about yourself
Answered: 405 Skipped: 6

Total 405

I am from West
Virginia

I am not from
West Virginia

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

I am from West Virginia

I am not from West Virginia
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60.79% 245

39.21% 158

Q2 I am
Answered: 403 Skipped: 8

Total 403

Female

Male

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Female

Male
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61.28% 163

38.72% 103

Q3 I am
Answered: 266 Skipped: 145

Total 266

Under age 20

Over age 50

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Under age 20

Over age 50
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Q4 What is your home Zip Code?
Answered: 406 Skipped: 5
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44.14% 162

32.15% 118

23.71% 87

Q5 Is the nearest park to your home a:
Answered: 367 Skipped: 44

Total 367

Municipal Park?

County Park?

State Park?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Municipal Park?

County Park?

State Park?
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83.73% 314

16.27% 61

Q6 What does your local park look like?
Answered: 375 Skipped: 36

Total 375

Adequate

Inadequate

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Adequate

Inadequate
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14.18% 37

9.58% 25

6.90% 18

19.92% 52

17.62% 46

67.82% 177

Q7 If inadequate, which of the following are
lacking?

Answered: 261 Skipped: 150

Total Respondents: 261  

Cleaning

Safety

Signage/wayfind
ing

Amenities

Facilities

N/A (Park is
adequate)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Cleaning

Safety

Signage/wayfinding

Amenities

Facilities

N/A (Park is adequate)
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12.80% 37

7.61% 22

23.53% 68

16.96% 49

60.90% 176

Q8 What would you do to solve these
issues?

Answered: 289 Skipped: 122

Total Respondents: 289  

Hold events

Get signatures

Raise money

Fix the problem

Nothing (there
are no...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Hold events

Get signatures

Raise money

Fix the problem

Nothing (there are no problems)
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16.31% 61

63.37% 237

20.32% 76

Q9 Would you close a smaller park to
improve a bigger one?

Answered: 374 Skipped: 37

Total 374

Yes

No

Don't know/No
opinion

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No

Don't know/No opinion
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79.49% 283

12.92% 46

7.58% 27

Q10 Is your local/nearest park highly used?
Answered: 356 Skipped: 55

Total 356

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No

Don't know
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55.71% 200

23.68% 85

20.61% 74

Q11 In your local home area is there vacant
public land or underutilized streets or

intersections that could be approved for
some outdoor activities?

Answered: 359 Skipped: 52

Total 359

Yes

No

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No

Don't know
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1.40% 5

1.12% 4

1.68% 6

2.79% 10

6.15% 22

7.54% 27

22.63% 81

56.70% 203

Q12 How many times a week do you visit
your nearest park to exercise?

Answered: 358 Skipped: 53

Total 358

Every day

6 days a week

5 days a week

4 days a week

3 days a week

2 days a week

1 day a week

None (for any
reason:don't...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Every day

6 days a week

5 days a week

4 days a week

3 days a week

2 days a week

1 day a week

None (for any reason:don't have time/ no interest/health reasons/ too far/ have other recreational resources etc.)
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61.01% 169

18.41% 51

14.80% 41

31.77% 88

Q13 In a typical week which of the following
activities do you do in/through/past your

local or nearest park?
Answered: 277 Skipped: 134

Total Respondents: 277  

Walk

Run

Cycle

Drive for
pleasure

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Walk

Run

Cycle

Drive for pleasure
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57.54% 206

22.91% 82

15.08% 54

3.07% 11

1.40% 5

Q14 On a monthly average, how many of
your trips from home are EXCLUSIVELY

park or sports-related?
Answered: 358 Skipped: 53

Total 358

Less than 5
trips

5 to 10 trips

11 to 20 trips

21 to 30 trips

more than 30
trips

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Less than 5 trips

5 to 10 trips

11 to 20 trips

21 to 30 trips

more than 30 trips
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45.79% 163

30.06% 107

14.89% 53

6.74% 24

2.53% 9

Q15 On a monthly average, how many of
your trips from home involve SOME park or

sports related activity?
Answered: 356 Skipped: 55

Total 356

Less than 5
trips

5 to 10 trips

11 to 20 trips

21 to 30 trips

more than 30
trips

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Less than 5 trips

5 to 10 trips

11 to 20 trips

21 to 30 trips

more than 30 trips
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37.34% 118

53.80% 170

49.68% 157

53.80% 170

33.23% 105

Q16 What is special about your local or
nearest park? (select all that apply)

Answered: 316 Skipped: 95

Total Respondents: 316  

Views

Picnic/Hang-out
areas

Playfields/cour
ts/playgrounds

Trails

Water features
or Water Access
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Answer Choices Responses

Views

Picnic/Hang-out areas

Playfields/courts/playgrounds

Trails

Water features or Water Access
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Q17 What would you change in your local
or nearest park?
Answered: 172 Skipped: 239
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Q18 What features or activities from the list
below would increase the use or

improvement of your local or nearest park?
(Select at most three)

Answered: 299 Skipped: 112

Walk-friendly

Benches

Fountains

Litter baskets

Clean up

Restrooms

Good Views

Safety

Lighting

More open
spaces

Handicap
accessibility

Close to stores

Close to homes

Public or
street art

A park with
"Vibe"

Shelters

Dog-friendly

More shade
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23.41% 70

22.07% 66

30.43% 91

19.40% 58

16.05% 48

More shade

Flowers

Big
events/festi...

Good eating
nearby

Slow zones

Bike racks

Cultural
activities

Active sports
areas

Farmers'
markets

Flea markets

Community
gardens

Smoke free

Wi-Fi

Historic/cultur
al...

Community gym

Organized
activities
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Answer Choices Responses

Walk-friendly
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Litter baskets

Clean up
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39.46% 118

20.40% 61

15.72% 47

27.09% 81

10.70% 32

9.36% 28

5.35% 16

8.03% 24

10.37% 31

17.06% 51

7.69% 23

22.07% 66

10.70% 32

15.05% 45

31.77% 95

15.38% 46

2.34% 7

13.38% 40

11.04% 33

15.38% 46

23.08% 69

12.04% 36

11.71% 35

12.37% 37

18.73% 56

8.03% 24

10.70% 32

10.37% 31

Total Respondents: 299  

Restrooms

Good Views

Safety

Lighting

More open spaces

Handicap accessibility

Close to stores

Close to homes

Public or street art

A park with "Vibe"

Shelters

Dog-friendly

More shade

Flowers

Big events/festivals

Good eating nearby

Slow zones

Bike racks

Cultural activities

Active sports areas

Farmers' markets

Flea markets

Community gardens

Smoke free

Wi-Fi

Historic/cultural exhibits/kiosks

Community gym

Organized activities
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100.00% 259

98.07% 254

94.98% 246

Q19 What three words do you associate
with the county in which you live (your

home county)?
Answered: 259 Skipped: 152

Answer Choices Responses

1.

2.

3.
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100.00% 252

99.21% 250

96.83% 244

Q20 What three words would you use to
describe your BEST park experience or

memory?
Answered: 252 Skipped: 159

Answer Choices Responses

1.

2.

3.
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100.00% 249

97.99% 244

96.79% 241

Q21 In 2008 WV state residents had the
following outdoor activity priorities: (Urban
Area Priorities): 1st-walking/jogging; 2nd-
lawn & garden; 3rd-bicycling(Rural Area

Priorities): 1st-walking/jogging; 2nd-lawn &
garden; 3rd-hunting/fishing In 2014 what

would be your priorities?
Answered: 249 Skipped: 162

Answer Choices Responses

1.

2.

3.
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Q22 Do you see GOOD, BAD or
INDIFFERENT effects from the following
outdoor activity areas of concern for the

future:
Answered: 282 Skipped: 129

75.00%
210

8.21%
23

16.79%
47
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1.42

31.07%
87

30.36%
85

38.57%
108

 
280

 
2.08

81.14%
228

7.47%
21

11.39%
32
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1.30

62.45%
173

17.33%
48

20.22%
56
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1.58

26.62%
74

33.45%
93

39.93%
111
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2.13

Open Space
Conservation

Effects of
Climate Chan...

Opportunities
for Increase...

Financial
Support for...

Disparity
Between...

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 Good Bad Indifferent Total Weighted Average

Open Space Conservation

Effects of Climate Change on Outdoor Recreation

Opportunities for Increased Physical Activity

Financial Support for Parks/Tourism Infrastructure

Disparity Between Underserved & Over-served Areas
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Q23 Here is a synopsis of the current WV
state Recreational Plan Priorities. Priority I:
Park renovations to support active lifestyles

or innovate community cores.Priority II:
Park maintenance or additions to restore or

maintain servicesPriority III: Trailhead
development to support State's

Recreational Trails ProgramPriority IV:
Acquire open space to expand public

access to more physical activity
opportunitiesWhat would you change and

what would you change the priority to?
Answered: 271 Skipped: 140

49.26%
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20.74%
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16.67%
45

13.33%
36
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1.94

32.71%
88

36.80%
99
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57
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2.07
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49
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Park
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development ...
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 First
Priority

Second
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Third
Priority

Fourth
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Total Weighted
Average

Park renovations to support active lifestyles or innovate
community cores.

Park maintenance or additions to restore or maintain services

Trailhead development to support State's Recreational Trails
Program

Acquire open space to expand public access to more physical
activity opportunities
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Expires: 10/31/2016 

 
 
 
 
The purpose of this Proposal Description and Environmental Screening Form (PD/ESF) is to provide descriptive and 
environmental information about a variety of Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) state assistance proposals submitted 
for National Park Service (NPS) review and decision.  The completed PD/ESF becomes part of the “federal administrative 
record” in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and its implementing regulations. The PD portion 
of the form captures administrative and descriptive details enabling the NPS to understand the proposal. The ESF portion is 
designed for States and/or project sponsors to use while the LWCF proposal is under development. Upon completion, the ESF 
will indicate the resources that could be impacted by the proposal enabling States and/or project sponsors to more accurately 
follow an appropriate pathway for NEPA analysis: 1) a recommendation for a Categorical Exclusion (CE), 2) production of an 
Environmental Assessment (EA), or 3) production of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The ESF should also be used 
to document any previously conducted yet still viable environmental analysis if used for this federal proposal.  The completed 
PD/ESF must be submitted as part of the State’s LWCF proposal to NPS. 
 
Except for the proposals listed below, the PD/ESF must be completed, including the appropriate NEPA document, signed by 
the State, and submitted with each new federal application for LWCF assistance and amendments for: scope changes that alter 
or add facilities and/or acres; conversions; public facility exceptions; sheltering outdoor facilities; and changing the original 
intended use of an area from that which was approved in an earlier LWCF agreement.  Consult the LWCF Program Manual 
(www.nps.gov/lwcf) for detailed guidance for your type of proposal and on how to comply with NEPA.  
 
For the following types of proposals only this Cover Page is required because these types of proposals are administrative in 
nature and are categorically excluded from further NEPA environmental analysis. NPS will complete the NEPA CE Form. 
Simply check the applicable box below, and complete and submit only this Cover Page to NPS along with the other items 
required for your type of proposal as instructed in the LWCF Program Manual. 

  □ SCORP planning proposal 

  □ Time extension with no change in project scope or with a reduction in project scope 

  □ To delete work and no other work is added back into the project scope 

  □ To change project cost with no change in project scope or with a reduction in project scope 

  □ To make an administrative change that does not change project scope 
 
 
Name of LWCF Proposal:     Date Submitted to NPS: 
 
Prior LWCF Project Number(s) List all prior LWCF project numbers and all park names associated with assisted site(s): 
 
Local or State Project Sponsoring Agency (recipient or sub-recipient in case of pass-through grants):   
 
Local or State Sponsor Contact: 

Name/Title: 
 
Office/Address: 
 
Phone/Fax:      Email: 

 
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information collection is authorized by the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965  
(16 U.S.C. 460l-4 et seq.). Your response is required to obtain or retain a benefit. We use this information to obtain descriptive and 
environmental information about the proposal. Completion times vary widely depending on the use of the form, from approximately 30 
minutes to complete the cover page only to 500 hours for a difficult conversion of use. We estimate that the average completion time for this 
form is 8 hours for an application, 2 hours for an amendment, and 112 hours for a conversion of use, including the time necessary to review 
instructions gather data and review the form. You may send comments on the burden estimate or any aspect of this form to the Information 
Collection Clearance Officer, National Park Service, 1849 C Street, NW. (2601), Washington, DC 20240. We may not collect or sponsor and 
you are not required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. 

LWCF Proposal Description and Environmental Screening Form 
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Using a separate sheet for narrative descriptions and explanations, address each item and question in the order it is presented, 
and identify each response with its item number such as Step 1-A1, A2; Step 3-B1; Step 6-A1, A29; etc.  

 

____ New Project Application 

  Acquisition         Development         Combination (Acquisition & Development) 
  Go to Step 2A           Go to Step 2B           Go to Step 2C 
 

____ Project Amendment 
 Increase in scope or change in scope from original agreement. 
 Complete Steps 3A, and 5 through 7. 

 
6(f) conversion proposal. Complete Steps 3B, and 5 through 7. 

 
Request for public facility in a Section 6(f) area.  Complete Steps 3C, and 5 through 7. 

 

_____      Request for temporary non-conforming use in a Section 6(f) area. 
 Complete Steps 4A, and 5 through 7. 
 

_____      Request for significant change in use/intent of original LWCF application. 
 Complete Steps 4B, and 5 through 7. 

 

_____ Request to shelter existing/new facility within a Section 6(f) area regardless of funding 
source. Complete Steps 4C, and 5 through 7. 

 

 
 

A.    For an Acquisition Project 
1.      Provide a brief narrative about the proposal that provides the reasons for the acquisition, the number of acres 

to be acquired with LWCF assistance, and a description of the property.  Describe and quantify the types of 
existing resources and features on the site (for example, 50 acres wetland, 2,000 feet beachfront, 200 acres 
forest, scenic views, 100 acres riparian, vacant lot, special habitat, any unique or special features, recreation 
amenities, historic/cultural resources, hazardous materials/ contamination history, restrictions, institutional 
controls, easements, rights-of-way, above ground/underground utilities, including wires, towers, etc.). 

 
2.      How and when will the site be made open and accessible for public outdoor recreation use (signage, entries, 

parking, site improvements, allowable activities, etc.)?   
 
3.      Describe development plans for the proposal for the site(s) for public outdoor recreation use within the next 

three (3) years. 
 
4.      SLO must complete the State Appraisal/Waiver Valuation Review form in Step 7 certifying that the 

appraisal(s) has been reviewed and meets the “Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions” or 
a waiver valuation was approved per 49 CFR 24.102(c)(2)(ii).  State should retain copies of the appraisals and 
make them available if needed. 

 
5.      Address each item in “D” below. 
 
B.    For a Development Project 
1.      Describe the physical improvements and/or facilities that will be developed with federal LWCF assistance, 

including a site sketch depicting improvements, where and how the public will access the site, parking, etc. 
Indicate entrances on 6(f) map.  Indicate to what extent the project involves new development, rehabilitation, 
and/or replacement of existing facilities.  

 
2.      When will the project be completed and open for public outdoor recreation use? 
 
3.      Address each item in “D” below. 

Step 2.  New Project Application  (See LWCF Manual for guidance.) 

Step 1.  Type of LWCF Proposal 
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C.    For a Combination Project 
1.      For the acquisition part of the proposal: 

a.   Provide a brief narrative about the proposal that provides the reasons for the acquisition, number of acres 
to be acquired with LWCF assistance, and describes the property.  Describe and quantify the types of 
existing resources and features on the site (for example, 50 acres wetland, 2,000 feet beachfront, 200 
acres forest, scenic views, 100 acres riparian, vacant lot, special habitat, any unique or special features, 
recreation amenities, historic/cultural resources, hazardous materials/ contamination history, restrictions, 
institutional controls, easements, rights-of-way, above ground/underground utilities, including wires, 
towers, etc.) 

 
b.   How and when will the site be made open and accessible for public outdoor recreation use (signage, 

entries, parking, site improvements, allowable activities, etc.)?   
 

c.   Describe development plans for the proposed for the site(s) for public outdoor recreation use within the 
next three (3) years. 

 
d.   SLO must complete the State Appraisal/Waiver Valuation Review form in Step 7 certifying that the 

appraisal(s) has been reviewed and meets the “Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land 
Acquisitions” or a waiver valuation was approved per 49 CFR 24.102(c)(2)(ii).  State should retain copies 
of the appraisals and make them available if needed. 

 
2.      For the development part of the proposal: 

a.   Describe the physical improvements and/or facilities that will be developed with federal LWCF assistance, 
including a site sketch depicting improvements, where and how the public will access the site, parking, 
etc. Indicate entrances on 6(f) map.  Indicate to what extent the project involves new development, 
rehabilitation, and/or replacement of existing facilities. 

 
b.   When will the project be completed and open for public outdoor recreation use? 

 
3.      Address each item in “D” below. 
 
D.    Additional items to address for a new application and amendments 
1.      Will this proposal create a new public park/recreation area where none previously existed and is not an 

addition to an existing public park/recreation area? Yes ____ (go to #3)  No ____ (go to #2)  
 
2.      a.   What is the name of the pre-existing public area that this new site will be added to?   
 

b.   Is the pre-existing public park/recreation area already protected under Section 6(f)? Yes ___  No ___ 
If no, will it now be included in the 6(f) boundary?  Yes ___ No ___ 

 
3.      What will be the name of this new public park/recreation area?   
 
4.      a.   Who will hold title to the property assisted by LWCF?  Who will manage and operate the site(s)? 
 

b.   What is the sponsor’s type of ownership and control of the property?  
____ Fee simple ownership 
____ Less than fee simple.  Explain: 
____  Lease.  Describe lease terms including renewable clauses, # of years remaining on lease, etc. 

Who will lease area?  Submit copy of lease with this PD/ESF. (See LWCF Manual for program 
restrictions for leases and further guidance.) 

 
5.      Describe the nature of any rights-of-way, easements, reversionary interests, etc. to the Section 6(f) park 

area? Indicate the location on 6(f) map. Do parties understand that a Section 6(f) conversion may occur if 
private or non-recreation activities occur on any pre-existing right-of-way, easement, leased area? 

 
6.      Are overhead utility lines present, and if so, explain how they will be treated per LWCF Manual. 
 
7.      As a result of this project, describe new types of outdoor recreation opportunities and capacities, and short 

and long term public benefits. 
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8.      Explain any existing non-recreation and non-public uses that will continue on the site(s) and/or proposed for 
the future within the 6(f) boundary.   

 
9.      Describe the planning process that led to the development of this proposal.  Your narrative should address: 

a.   How was the interested and affected public notified and provided opportunity to be involved in planning for 
and developing your LWCF proposal?  Who was involved and how were they able to review the 
completed proposal, including any state, local, federal agency professionals, subject matter experts, 
members of the public and Indian Tribes. Describe any public meetings held and/or formal public 
comment periods, including dates and length of time provided for the public to participate in the planning 
process and/or to provide comments on the completed proposal. 

 
b.   What information was made available to the public for review and comment?  Did the sponsor provide 

written responses addressing the comments? If so, include responses with this PD/ESF submission. 
 

10.    How does this proposal implement statewide outdoor recreation goals as presented in the Statewide 
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) (include references), and explain why this proposal was 
selected using the State’s Open Project Selection Process (OPSP). 

 
11.    List all source(s) and amounts of financial match to the LWCF federal share of the project.  The value of the 

match can consist of cash, donation, and in-kind contributions.  The federal LWCF share and financial 
matches must result in a viable outdoor recreation area and not rely on other funding not mentioned here.  
Other federal resources may be used as a match if specifically authorized by law.   

 
Source Type of Match Value 

 
 

 $ 

 
 

 $ 

 
 

 $ 

 
12.    Is this LWCF project scope part of a larger effort not reflected on the SF-424 (Application for Federal 

Assistance) and grant agreement?  If so, briefly describe the larger effort, funding amount(s) and source(s). 
This will capture information about partnerships and how LWCF plays a role in leveraging funding for projects 
beyond the scope of this federal grant. 

 
13.    List all required federal, state, and local permits/approvals needed for the proposal and explain their purpose 

and status. 
Proceed to Steps 5 through 7 

 
 

 
 

A.    Increase/Change in Project Scope 
1.      For Acquisition Projects:  To acquire additional property that was not described in the original project 

proposal and NEPA documentation, follow Step 2A-Acquisition Project and 2D. 
 
2.      For Development Projects:  To change the project scope for a development project that alters work from the 

original project scope by adding elements or enlarging facilities, follow Step 2B-Development Project and 2D. 
 
3.      For Combination Projects:  Follow Step 2C as appropriate. 
 

B.    Section 6(f)(3) Conversion Proposal 
Prior to developing your Section 6(f)(3) conversion proposal, you must consult the LWCF Manual and 36 CFR 59.3 
for complete guidance on conversions.  Local sponsors must consult early with the State LWCF manager when a 
conversion is under consideration or has been discovered.  States must consult with their NPS-LWCF manager as 
early as possible in the conversion process for guidance and to sort out and discuss details of the conversion 
proposal to avoid mid-course corrections and unnecessary delays. A critical first step is for the State and NPS 
to agree on the size of the Section 6(f) park land impacted by any non-recreation, non-public use, 

Step 3.  Project Amendment  (See LWCF Manual for guidance.) 
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especially prior to any appraisal activity. Any previous LWCF project agreements and actions must be identified 
and understood to determine the actual Section 6(f) boundary. 
 
The Section 6(f)(3) conversion proposal including the required NEPA environmental review documents (CE 
recommendation or an EA document) must focus on the loss of public outdoor recreation park land and recreational 
usefulness, and its replacement per 36 CFR 59, and not the activities precipitating the conversion or benefits 
thereof, such as the impacts of constructing a new school to relieve overcrowding or constructing a hotel/restaurant 
facility to stimulate the local economy.  Rather, the environmental review must 1) focus on “resource impacts” as 
indicated on the ESF (Step 6), including the loss of public park land and recreation opportunities (ESF A-15), and  
2) the impacts of creating new replacement park land and replacement recreation opportunities. A separate ESF 
must be generated for the converted park area and each replacement site.  Section 6(f)(3) conversions always 
have more than minor impacts to outdoor recreation (ESF A-15) as a result of loss of parkland requiring an EA, 
except for “small” conversions as defined in the LWCF Manual Chapter 8. 
 
For NPS review and decision, the following elements are required to be included in the State’s completed 
conversion proposal to be submitted to NPS: 
 
1.      A letter of transmittal from the SLO recommending the proposal. 
 
2.      A detailed explanation of the sponsor’s need to convert the Section 6(f) parkland including all efforts to 

consider other practical alternatives to this conversion, how they were evaluated, and the reasons they were 
not pursued. 

 
3.      An explanation of how the conversion is in accord with the State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan 

(SCORP).   
 
4.      Completed “State Appraisal/Waiver Valuation Review form in Step 7 for each of the converted and 

replacement parcels certifying that the appraisals meet the “Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land 
Acquisitions.”  States must retain copies of the appraisals/waiver valuations and make them available for 
review upon request.  

 
5.      For the park land proposed for conversion, a detailed description including the following: 

a.   Specific geographic location on a map, 9-digit zip code, and name of park or recreation area proposed for 
conversion. 

 
b.   Description of the area proposed for the conversion including the acreage to be converted and any 

acreage remaining.  For determining the size of the conversion, consider not only the physical footprint of 
the activity precipitating the conversion, but how the precipitating activity will impact the entire 6(f) park 
area.  In many cases the size of the converted area is larger than the physical footprint.  Include a 
description of the recreation resources, facilities, and recreation opportunities that will be impacted, 
displaced or lost by the proposed conversion.  For proposals to partially convert a Section 6(f) park area, 
the remaining 6(f) park land must remain recreationally viable and not be impacted by the activities that 
are precipitating the conversion.  If it is anticipated that the precipitating activities impact the remaining 
Section 6(f) area, the proposed area for the conversion should be expanded to encompass all impacted 
park land. 

 
c.   Description of the community and population served by the park, including users of the park and uses.   

 
d.   For partial conversions, a revised 6(f) map clearly indicating both the portion that is being converted and 

the portion remaining intact under Section 6(f). 
 

6.      For each proposed replacement site: 
a.   Specific geographic location on a map, 9-digit zip code, and geographical relationship of converted and 

replacement sites.  If site will be added to an existing public park/outdoor recreation area, indicate on 
map. 

 
b.   Description of the site’s physical characteristics and resource attributes with number and types of  

resources and features on the site, for example, 15 acres wetland, 2,000 feet beachfront, 50 acres forest, 
scenic views, 75 acres riparian, vacant lot, special habitat, any unique or special features, structures, 
recreation amenities, historic/cultural resources, hazardous materials/contamination history, restrictions, 
institutional controls, easements, rights-of-way, overhead/underground utilities including overhead wires, 
towers, etc. 
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c.   Identification of the owner of the replacement site and its recent history of use/function up to the present. 

 
d.   Detailed explanation of how the proposed replacement site is of reasonably equivalent usefulness and 

location as the property being converted, including a description of the recreation needs that will be met 
by the new replacement parks, populations to be served, and new outdoor recreation resources, facilities, 
and opportunities to be provided. 

 
e.   Identification of owner and manager of the new replacement park?   

 
f.    Name of the new replacement park.  If the replacement park is added to an existing public park 

area, will the existing area be included within the 6(f) boundary?  What is the name of the 
existing public park area? 

 
g.   Timeframe for completing the new outdoor recreation area(s) to replace the recreation 

opportunity lost per the terms of conversion approval and the date replacement park(s) will be 
open to the public. 

 
h.   New Section 6(f) map for the new replacement park. 

 
7.      NEPA environmental review, including NHPA Section 106 review, for both the converted and 

replacement sites in the same document to analyze how the converted park land and recreational 
usefulness will be replaced.  Except for “small” conversions (see LWCF Manual Chapter 8), 
conversions usually require an EA. 

 

Proceed to Steps 5 through 7 
 

C.    Proposal for a Public Facility in a Section 6(f) Area 
Prior to developing this proposal, you must consult the LWCF Manual for complete guidance. In summary, NPS 
must review and decide on requests to construct a public indoor and/or non-recreation facility within a Section 6(f) 
area.  In certain cases NPS may approve the construction of public facilities within a Section 6(f) area where it can 
be shown that there will be a net gain in outdoor recreation benefits and enhancements for the entire park.  In 
most cases, development of a non-recreation public facility within a Section 6(f) area constitutes a conversion.  For 
NPS review, the State/sponsor must submit a proposal to NPS under a letter of transmittal from the SLO that: 
 
1.      Describes the purpose and all proposed uses of the public facility such as types of programming, recreation 

activities, and special events including intended users of the new facility and any agency, organization, or 
other party to occupy the facility.  Describe the interior and exterior of the facility, such as office space, 
meeting rooms, food/beverage area, residential/lodging area, classrooms, gyms, etc.  Explain how the facility 
will be compatible with the outdoor recreation area.  Explain how the facility and associated uses will 
significantly support and enhance existing and planned outdoor recreation resources and uses of the site, and 
how outdoor recreation use will remain the primary function of the site.  (The public’s outdoor recreation use 
must continue to be greater than that expected for any indoor use, unless the site is a single facility, such as a 
swimming pool, which virtually occupies the entire site.) 

 
2.      Indicates the exact location of the proposed public facility and associated activities on the site’s Section 6(f) 

map. Explain the design and location alternatives considered for the public facility and why they were not 
pursued. 

 
3.      Explains who will own and/or operate and maintain the facility?  Attach any 3rd party leases and operation and 

management agreements. When will the facility be open to the public?  Will the facility ever be used for 
private functions and closed to the public? Explain any user or other fees that will be instituted, including the 
fee structure. 

 
4.      Includes required documents as a result of a completed NEPA process (Steps 5 – 7). 
 

Proceed to Steps 5 through 7 
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A.    Proposal for Temporary Non-Conforming Use 
Prior to developing this proposal, you must consult the LWCF Manual for complete guidance. NPS must review and 
decided on requests for temporary uses that do not meet the requirements of allowable activities within a Section 
6(f) area.  A temporary non-conforming use is limited to a period of six months (180 days) or less.  Continued use 
beyond six-months will not be considered temporary, and may result in a Section 6(f)(3) conversion of use requiring 
the replacement of converted parkland. For NPS review, describe the temporary non-conforming use (activities 
other than public outdoor recreation) in detail including the following information: 
 
1.      A letter of transmittal from the SLO recommending the proposal. 
 
2.      Describe in detail the proposed temporary non-conforming use and all associated activities, why it is needed, 

and alternative locations that were considered and why they were not pursued. 
 
3.      Explain length of time needed for the temporary non-conforming use and why.   
 
4.      Describe the size of the Section 6(f) area affected by the temporary non-conforming use activities and 

expected impacts to public outdoor recreation areas, facilities and opportunities.  Explain efforts to keep the 
size of the area impacted to a minimum. Indicate the location of the non-conforming use on the site’s 6(f) map. 

 
5.      Describe any anticipated temporary/permanent impacts to the Section 6(f) area and how the sponsor will 

mitigate them during and after the non-conforming use ceases. 
 
6.      Consult the LWCF Manual for additional requirements and guidelines before developing the proposal. 
 

Proceed to Steps 5 through 7 
 

B.    Proposal for Significant Change in Use 
Prior to developing the proposal, you must consult the LWCF Manual for complete guidance. NPS approval must 
be obtained prior to any change from one eligible use to another when the proposed use would significantly 
contravene the original plans or intent for the area outlined in the original LWCF application for federal assistance. 
Consult with NPS for early determination on the need for a formal review. NPS approval is only required for 
proposals that will significantly change the use of a LWCF-assisted site (e.g., from passive to active recreation).  
The proposal must include and address the following items: 
 
1.      A letter of transmittal from the SLO recommending the proposal. 
 
2.      Description of the proposed changes and how they significantly contravene the original plans or intent of 

LWCF agreements. 
 
3.      Explanation of the need for change in use and how the change is consistent with local plans and the SCORP. 
 
4.      Consult the LWCF Manual for additional requirements and guidelines before developing the proposal. 
 

Proceed to Steps 5 through 7 
 

C.    Proposal for Sheltering Facilities 
Prior to developing this proposal, you must consult the LWCF Manual for complete guidance.  NPS must review 
and decide on all proposals to shelter an existing outdoor recreation facility or construct a new sheltered recreation 
facility within a Section 6(f) area regardless of funding source.  The proposal must demonstrate that there is an 
increased benefit to public recreation opportunity.  Describe the sheltering proposal in detail, including the following: 
 
1.      A letter of transmittal from the SLO recommending the proposal. 
 
2.      Describe the proposed sheltered facility, how it would operate, how the sheltered facility will include recreation 

uses that could typically occur outdoors, and how the primary purpose of the sheltered facility is recreation.  

Step 4.  Proposals for Temporary Non-Conforming Use, Significant Change in 
              Use, and Sheltering Facilities (See LWCF Manual for guidance.)  
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3.      Explain how the sheltered facility would not substantially diminish the outdoor recreation values of the site 
including how the sheltered facility will be compatible and significantly supportive of the outdoor recreation 
resources present and/or planned. 

 
4.      Explain how the sheltered facility will benefit the total park’s outdoor recreation use. 
 
5.      Describe efforts provided to the public to review the proposal to shelter the facility and has local support. 
 
6.      Document that the sheltered facility will be under the control and tenure of the public agency which sponsors 

and administers the original park area. 
 
7.      Consult the LWCF Manual for additional requirements and guidelines before developing the proposal. 
 

Proceed to Steps 5 through 7 
 

 

 
To avoid duplication of effort and unnecessary delays, describe any prior environmental review undertaken at any 
time and still viable for this proposal or related efforts that could be useful for understanding potential environmental 
impacts. Consider previous local, state, federal (e.g. HUD, EPA, USFWS, FHWA, DOT) and any other 
environmental reviews.  At a minimum, address the following: 

 
1.      Date of environmental review(s), purpose for the environmental review(s) and for whom they were conducted. 
 
2.      Description of the proposed action and alternatives. 
 
3.      Who was involved in identifying resource impact issues and developing the proposal including the interested 

and affected public, government agencies, and Indian tribes. 
 
4.      Environmental resources analyzed and determination of impacts for proposed actions and alternatives. 
 
5.      Any mitigation measures to be part of the proposed action. 
 
6.      Intergovernmental Review Process (Executive Order 12372):  Does the State have an Intergovernmental 

Review Process?  Yes _____  No _____.  If yes, has the LWCF Program been selected for review under the 
State Intergovernmental Review Process?  Yes _____  No _____.  If yes, was this proposal reviewed by the 
appropriate State, metropolitan, regional and local agencies, and if so, attach any information and comments 
received about this proposal.  If proposal was not reviewed, explain why not. 

 
7.      Public comment periods (how long, when in the process, who was invited to comment) and agency response.  
 
8.      Any formal decision and supporting reasons regarding degree of potential impacts to the human environment. 
 
9.      Was this proposed LWCF federal action and/or any other federal actions analyzed/reviewed in any of the 

previous environmental reviews?  If so, what was analyzed and what impacts were identified?  Provide 
specific environmental review document references.  

 
Use resource impact information generated during previous environmental reviews described above and from 
recently conducted site inspections to complete the Environmental Screening Form (ESF) portion of this PD/ESF 
under Step 6.  Your ESF responses should indicate your proposal’s potential for impacting each resource as 
determined in the previous environmental review(s), and include a reference to where the analysis can be found in 
an earlier environmental review document. If the previous environmental review documents contain proposed 
actions to mitigate impacts, briefly summarize the mitigation for each resource as appropriate.  The appropriate 
references for previous environmental review document(s) must be documented on the ESF, and the actual 
document(s) along with this PD/ESF must be included in the submission for NPS review. 
 

Proceed to Steps 6 through 7 

Step 5.  Summary of Previous Environmental Review (including E.O. 12372 - Intergovernmental Review) 
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This portion of the PD/ESF is a working tool used to identify the level of environmental documentation which must 
accompany the proposal submission to the NPS. By completing the ESF, the project sponsor is providing support 
for its recommendation in Step 7 that the proposal either: 
 

1.   meets criteria to be categorically excluded (CE) from further NEPA review and 
  no additional environmental documentation is necessary; or 

 
2.   requires further analysis through an environmental assessment (EA) or an environmental 

impact statement (EIS). 
 
An ESF alone does not constitute adequate environmental documentation unless a CE is recommended.  If an EA 
is required, the EA process and resulting documents must be included in the proposal submission to the NPS.  If an 
EIS may be required, the State must request NPS guidance on how to proceed.  
 
The scope of the required environmental analysis will vary according to the type of LWCF proposal.  For example, 
the scope for a new LWCF project will differ from the scope for a conversion.  Consult the LWCF Manual for 
guidance on defining the scope or extent of environmental analysis needed for your LWCF proposal. As early as 
possible in your planning process, consider how your proposal/project may have direct, indirect and cumulative 
impacts on the human environment for your type of LWCF action so planners have an opportunity to design 
alternatives to lessen impacts on resources, if appropriate. When used as a planning tool in this way, the ESF 
responses may change as the proposal is revised until it is ready for submission for federal review.  Initiating or 
completing environmental analysis after a decision has been made is contrary to both the spirit and letter of the law 
of the NEPA.  
 
The ESF should be completed with input from resource experts and in consultation with relevant local, state, tribal 
and federal governments, as applicable. The interested and affected public should be notified of the proposal and 
be invited to participate in scoping out the proposal (see LWCF Manual Chapter 4). At a minimum, a site inspection 
of the affected area must be conducted by individuals who are familiar with the type of affected resources, possess 
the ability to identify potential resource impacts, and to know when to seek additional data when needed.   
 
At the time of proposal submission to NPS for federal review, the completed ESF must justify the NEPA pathway 
that was followed: CE recommendation, production of an EA, or production of an EIS. The resource topics and 
issues identified on the ESF for this proposal must be presented and analyzed in an attached EA/EIS.  Consult the 
LWCF Manual for further guidance on LWCF and NEPA. 
 
The ESF contains two parts that must be completed: 
 
 Part A. Environmental Resources   Part B. Mandatory Criteria 
 
Part A: For each environmental resource topic, choose an impact estimate level (none, negligible, minor, exceeds 
minor) that describes the degree of potential negative impact for each listed resource that may occur directly, 
indirectly and cumulatively as a result of federal approval of your proposal.  For each impacted resource provide a 
brief explanation of how the resource might be affected, how the impact level was determined, and why the chosen 
impact level is appropriate.  If an environmental review has already been conducted on your proposal and is still 
viable, include the citation including any planned mitigation for each applicable resource, and choose an impact 
level as mitigated.  If the resource does not apply to your proposal, mark NA in the first column.  Add any relevant 
resources (see A.24 on the ESF) if not included in the list.   
 
Use a separate sheet to briefly clarify how each resource could be adversely impacted; any direct, indirect, and 
cumulative impacts that may occur; and any additional data that still needs to be determined.  Also explain any 
planned mitigation already addressed in previous environmental reviews. 
 
Part B: This is a list of mandatory impact criteria that preclude the use of categorical exclusions.  If you answer 
“yes” or “maybe” for any of the mandatory criteria, you must develop an EA or EIS regardless of your answers in 
Part A.  Explain all “yes” and “maybe” answers on a separate sheet. 

Step 6.  Environmental Screening Form (ESF) 
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For conversions, complete one ESF for each of the converted and replacement sites. 

 

A.  ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES 
Indicate potential for adverse impacts. Use a 

separate sheet to clarify responses per 
instructions for Part A on page 9. 

Not 
Applicable- 

Resource does 
not exist 

No/Negligible
Impacts-

Exists but no or 
negligible 
impacts 

Minor 
Impacts 

Impacts 
Exceed Minor 
EA/EIS required 

More Data Needed 
to Determine 

Degree of Impact 
EA/EIS required 

1. Geological resources: soils, bedrock, 
slopes, streambeds, landforms, etc.  

     

2. Air quality      
3. Sound (noise impacts)      
4. Water quality/quantity      
5. Stream flow characteristics      
6. Marine/estuarine      
7. Floodplains/wetlands      
8. Land use/ownership patterns; 
property values; community livability 

     

9. Circulation, transportation      
10. Plant/animal/fish species of special 
concern and habitat; state/  
federal listed or proposed for listing 

     

11. Unique ecosystems, such as 
biosphere reserves, World Heritage 
sites, old growth forests, etc. 

     

12. Unique or important wildlife/ wildlife 
habitat 

     

13. Unique or important fish/habitat       
14. Introduce or promote invasive 
species (plant or animal) 

     

15. Recreation resources, land, parks, 
open space, conservation areas, rec. 
trails, facilities, services, opportunities, 
public access, etc. Most conversions 
exceed minor impacts. See Step 3.B 

     

16. Accessibility for populations with 
disabilities 

     

17. Overall aesthetics, special 
characteristics/features 

     

18. Historical/cultural resources, 
including landscapes, ethnographic, 
archeological, structures, etc. Attach 
SHPO/THPO determination. 

     

19. Socioeconomics, including 
employment, occupation, income 
changes, tax base, infrastructure 

     

20. Minority and low-income 
populations 

     

21. Energy resources (geothermal, 
fossil fuels, etc.) 

     

22. Other agency or tribal land use 
plans or policies 

     

23. Land/structures with history of 
contamination/hazardous materials 
even if remediated 

     

24. Other important environmental 
resources to address. 
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B.   MANDATORY CRITERIA 
      If your LWCF proposal is approved, would it… 

Yes No 
To be

determined
1.  Have significant impacts on public health or safety?    
2.  Have significant impacts on such natural resources and unique geographic 
characteristics as historic or cultural resources; park, recreation, or refuge lands, 
wilderness areas; wild or scenic rivers; national natural landmarks; sole or 
principal drinking water aquifers; prime farmlands; wetlands (E.O. 11990); 
floodplains (E.O 11988); and other ecologically significant or critical areas. 

   

3.  Have highly controversial environmental effects or involve unresolved conflicts 
concerning alternative uses of available resources [NEPA section 102(2)(E)]? 

   

4.  Have highly uncertain and potentially significant environmental effects or 
involve unique or unknown environmental risks? 

   

5.  Establish a precedent for future action or represent a decision in principle 
about future actions with potentially significant environmental effects? 

   

6.  Have a direct relationship to other actions with individually insignificant, but 
cumulatively significant, environmental effects? 

   

7.  Have significant impacts on properties listed or eligible for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places, as determined by either the bureau or 
office.(Attach SHPO/THPO Comments) 

   

8.  Have significant impacts on species listed or proposed to be listed on the List 
of Endangered or Threatened Species, or have significant impacts on designated 
Critical Habitat for these species. 

   

9.  Violate a federal law, or a state, local, or tribal law or requirement imposed for 
the protection of the environment? 

   

10. Have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on low income or minority 
populations (Executive Order 12898)? 

   

11. Limit access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites on federal lands by 
Indian religious practitioners or significantly adversely affect the physical integrity 
of such sacred sites (Executive Order 13007)? 

   

12. Contribute to the introduction, continued existence, or spread of noxious 
weeds or non-native invasive species known to occur in the area, or actions that 
may promote the introduction, growth, or expansion of the range of such species 
(Federal Noxious Weed Control Act and Executive Order 13112)?   

   

 
 
 

The following individual(s) provided input in the completion of the environmental screening form.  List all 
reviewers including name, title, agency, field of expertise. Keep all environmental review records and data on this 
proposal in state compliance file for any future program review and/or audit.  The ESF may be completed as part of 
a LWCF pre-award site inspection if conducted in time to contribute to the environmental review process for the 
proposal. 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
The following individuals conducted a site inspection to verify field conditions. 
List name of inspector(s), title, agency, and date(s) of inspection. 
1.  
 
2. 
 
3.  
 
State may require signature of 
LWCF sub-recipient applicant here: ___________________________________________Date_____________ 

Environmental Reviewers 
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First, consult the attached list of “Categorical Exclusions (CEs) for Which a Record is Needed.” If you find your 
action in the CE list and you have determined in Step 6A that impacts will be minor or less for each applicable 
environmental resource on the ESF and you answered “no” to all of the “Mandatory Criteria” questions in Step 6B, 
the proposal qualifies for a CE.  Complete the following “State LWCF Environmental Recommendations” box 
indicating the CE recommendation. 
 
If you find your action in the CE list and you have determined in Step 6A that impacts will be greater than minor or 
that more data is needed for any of the resources and you answered “no” to all of the “Mandatory Criteria” 
questions, your environmental review team may choose to do additional analysis to determine the context, 
duration, and intensity of the impacts of your project or may wish to revise the proposal to minimize impacts to 
meet the CE criteria.  If impacts remain at the greater than minor level, the State/sponsor must prepare an EA for 
the proposal.  Complete the following “State Environmental Recommendations” box indicating the need for an EA. 
 
If you do not find your action in the CE list, regardless of your answers in Step 6, you must prepare an EA or EIS.  
Complete the following “State Environmental Recommendations” box indicating the need for an EA or EIS.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SLO/ASLO Original Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: _________________ 

Typed Name, Title, Agency:

Step 7.  Recommended NEPA Pathway and State Appraisal/Waiver Valuation  

State NEPA Pathway Recommendation  

□ I certify that a site inspection was conducted for each site involved in this proposal and to the best of my 

knowledge, the information provided in this LWCF Proposal Description and Environmental Screening Form 
(PD/ESF) is accurate based on available resource data.  All resulting notes, reports and inspector signatures 
are stored in the state’s NEPA file for this proposal and are available upon request.  On the basis of the 
environmental impact information for this LWCF proposal as documented in this LWCF PD/ESF with which I 
am familiar, I recommend the following LWCF NEPA pathway:   

       □ This proposal qualifies for a Categorical Exclusion (CE). 

 CE Item #:   
 Explanation:   

       □ This proposal requires an Environmental Assessment (EA) which is attached and 

  has been produced by the State/sponsor in accordance with the LWCF Program Manual. 

       □ This proposal may require an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  NPS guidance 

  is requested per the LWCF Program Manual.

Reproduce this certificate as necessary. Complete for each LWCF appraisal or waiver valuation. 

State Appraisal/Waiver Valuation Review 
 

Property address:     Date of appraisal transmittal letter/waiver: 
 
Real property value: $    Effective date of value:    

I certify that:  □ a State-certified Review Appraiser has reviewed the appraisal and has determined that it 

was prepared in conformity with the Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land 
Acquisitions. 

OR 

 □ the State has reviewed and approved a waiver valuation for this property per 

        49 CFR 24.102(c)(2)(ii).
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National Environmental Policy Act 
Categorical Exclusion List 
National Park Service 
Land and Water Conservation Fund State Assistance Program 
 
 
LWCF applicants and NPS should use this categorical exclusion (CE) list and guidance until advised 
otherwise.  The CEs listed in Sections 1 and 2 include NPS CEs found in the Department of Interior 
(DOI) Manual (DM) at 516 DM 12 and DOI CEs found at 43 CFR § 46.210. These are the CEs NPS may 
use for LWCF federal actions.  The CEs have been organized by need for documentation and by subject 
matter.  They are not organized as published in the DM or CFR.  Remember, before using any CE, consult 
Section 3 to make sure none of the extraordinary circumstances apply. 
 
Section 1. CEs for Which No Formal NEPA Documentation is Necessary 
 
The following list shows actions that usually have no potential for impact to the human environment, and 
that therefore are not routinely subject to NEPA review and documentation.  The list is included here to 
reinforce the idea that many routine federal government actions do not need further NEPA analysis.  
Under normal circumstances, no NEPA-related documentation [including an Environmental Screening 
Form (ESF)] is required to perform the actions on this list.  However, if the CE exceptions criteria for 
“Extraordinary Circumstances” in Section 3 apply, or if for any other reason you believe the action listed 
below may have an impact on the human environment, procedures for environmental review and 
documentation described in the LWCF Manual, Chapter 4, including the LWCF Proposal Description and 
Environmental Screening Form (PD-ESF) apply.  
 
Some of the following actions (A through I) are the same as the DOI CEs published as 43 CFR § 46.210.  
Others (J through Y) have been added by NPS (516 DM 12).  The CEs in bold print are more commonly 
associated with NPS LWCF activities and federal actions associated with a Fund-assisted project or site.  
These actions are not routinely subject to further NEPA review and documentation: 
 

A. Personnel actions and investigations and personnel services contracts.  
 
B. Internal organizational changes and facility and bureau reductions and closings.  

 
C. Routine financial transactions including such things as salaries and expenses, procurement 

contracts ( e.g. , in accordance with applicable procedures and Executive Orders for sustainable or 
green procurement), guarantees, financial assistance, income transfers, audits, fees, bonds, and 
royalties.  
 

D. Departmental legal activities including, but not limited to, such things as arrests, investigations, 
patents, claims, and legal opinions. This does not include bringing judicial or administrative civil 
or criminal enforcement actions which are outside the scope of NEPA in accordance with 40 CFR 
1508.18(a).  

 
E. Routine and continuing government business, including such things as supervision, administration, 

operations, maintenance, renovations, and replacement activities having limited context and 
intensity (e.g., limited size and magnitude or short-term effects).  
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Guidance: Examples of day-to-day maintenance and operations include trash removal, changing light 
bulbs, sweeping parking lots, cleaning restrooms, fixing machinery, snow removal, and small-scale 
building repairs that do not involve modifications of the building’s footprint, etc. 
 

F. Management, formulation, allocation, transfer, and reprogramming of the Department's budget at 
all levels. (This does not exclude the preparation of environmental documents for proposals 
included in the budget when otherwise required.)  

 
G. Legislative proposals of an administrative or technical nature (including such things as changes in 

authorizations for appropriations and minor boundary changes and land title transactions) or 
having primarily economic, social, individual, or institutional effects; and comments and reports 
on referrals of legislative proposals.  

Guidance: This CE does not apply to legislative proposals that would result in changes in land use, or 
for legislative proposals for wilderness designation or wild and scenic river designation.  

 
H. Policies, directives, regulations, and guidelines: that are of an administrative, financial, legal, 

technical, or procedural nature; or whose environmental effects are too broad, speculative, or 
conjectural to lend themselves to meaningful analysis and will later be subject to the NEPA 
process, either collectively or case-by-case. 
 

I. Activities which are educational, informational, advisory, or consultative to other agencies, public 
and private entities, visitors, individuals, or the general public.  

 
J. Land and boundary surveys. 

Guidance:  Be sure to consider impacts resulting from survey activities, such as vegetation removal 
and ground disturbance before using this CE. 
 

K. Preparation and issuance of publications.  
 

L. Technical assistance to other Federal, State and local agencies or the general public.  
 

M. Routine reports required by law or regulation.  
 
N. Issuance of individual hunting and/or fishing licenses in accordance with State and Federal 

regulations.  
 
O. Changes in interpretive and environmental education programs.   

Guidance:  This CE also applies to changes in schedules for interpretive and environmental education 
programs and services. 
 

P. Plans, including priorities, justifications and strategies, for non-manipulative research, monitoring, 
inventorying and information gathering.   

Guidance:  This CE also applies to agreements between NPS offices and other federal and state 
agencies for plans and studies. 
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Q. Authorization, funding or approval for the preparation of Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor 

Recreation Plans.   
Guidance:  This CE applies to equivalent plans such as comprehensive statewide historic preservation 
plans.  This action required documentation in the previous categorical exclusion version. 

 
R. Adoption or approval of surveys, studies, reports, plans and similar documents which will result in 

recommendations or proposed actions which would cause no or only minimal environmental 
impact.  

Guidance:  In the case of a plan that may direct NPS action, use of this CE may not be appropriate and 
additional analysis may be needed before implementing recommendations. 

 
S. Sanitary facilities operation.   

Guidance: Examples include changes to operating hours, replacing treatment chemicals, and upgrades 
to equipment to incorporate new technologies that do not result in changes to building footprints or 
scale of the structure or service, etc. 
 

T. Development of standards for, and identification, nomination, certification and determination of 
eligibility of properties for listing in the National Register of Historic Places and the National 
Historic Landmark and National Natural Landmark Programs.  

Guidance:  This CE also applies to biosphere reserves.  
 
U. Statements for management, outlines of planning requirements and task directives for plans and 

studies. 
 

V. Preparation of internal reports, plans, studies and other documents containing recommendations 
for action which NPS develops preliminary to the process of preparing a specific Service proposal 
or set of alternatives for decision.  

Guidance:  This CE applies to foundation documents and other equivalent preliminary informational 
documents.   

 
W. Documents which interpret existing mineral management regulations and policies, and do not 

recommend action. 
 
X. Stabilization by planting native plant species in disturbed areas.  

Guidance:  This CE could apply to other minor revegetation actions such as replanting of native 
species in a small area after removal of exotic species. Remember, compliance with Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act must be completed prior to any ground disturbance. 

 
Y. Day-to-day resource management and research activities.  

Guidance:  This CE applies to cultural and natural resource management and research activities that 
have no impact on the human environment and that are not otherwise listed in Section 3. 
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Section 2. CEs for Which a Record Is Needed 
 
In order to carry out the responsibilities of the LWCF Act, 36 CFR 59.3 and the NPS LWCF State 
Assistance Program Manual, CEs should only be used when the action under the CE would result in no or 
minor impacts. This is true under NEPA whether the impact is beneficial or adverse.  Use the LWCF 
Environmental Screening Form to determine the level of potential impacts.  Before applying any CE, the 
“Extraordinary Circumstances” listed in Section 3 must be considered.  These CEs are from 43 CFR § 
46.210 and 516 DM 12. See the LWCF Program Manual, including the PD-ESF, for the process to follow 
when your proposal is described in one of the following categories: 
 
A.  Actions Related to General Administration  

1. Changes or amendments to an approved action when such changes would cause no or only 
minimal environmental impact.   

Guidance:  An approved action includes one that has been analyzed in a NEPA document.  Examples 
include, but are not limited to, changes in phasing of developments; changes to building capacities or 
levels of service not involving changes in building footprints or scale of the structure or service; and 
changes in use or addition of new uses that are similar in scope to uses included in the approved plan. 
 

2. Minor boundary changes.   
Guidance:  This CE applies to boundary changes that are accomplished through existing 
statutory authorities and when no change in land use is anticipated, such as including an area 
within a park boundary and maintaining the area as open space, or including a historic 
structure within the boundaries of a park unit and retaining that structure. 
 

3. Reissuance/renewal of permits, rights-of-way or easements not involving new environmental 
impacts.   

Guidance:  This CE applies when the impacts of the original actions have been evaluated in a NEPA 
document that accompanied the original permit, right-of-way or easement.  
 

4. Conversion of existing permits to rights-of-way, when such conversions do not continue or initiate 
unsatisfactory environmental conditions.   

Guidance: This CE applies when the impacts of the original actions were evaluated in a NEPA 
document.  Unsatisfactory environmental conditions means adverse environmental impacts that may be 
more than minor.   
 

5. Issuances, extensions, renewals, re-issuances or minor modifications of concession contracts or 
permits not entailing new construction.  

 
6. Commercial use licenses involving no construction. 

Guidance: Commercial use licenses are now known as commercial use authorizations.  Remember, as 
with all CEs, this CE should only be used when the operational activities approved under the permit 
process result in no or minor impacts. 

 
7. Leasing of historic properties in accordance with 36 CFR Part 18 and NPS-38.  

Guidance:  NPS-38 is now Director’s Order 38. 
 

8. Modifications or revisions to existing regulations, or the promulgation of new regulations for 
NPS-administered areas, provided the modifications, revisions or new regulations do not:  
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a. Increase public use to the extent of compromising the nature and character of the area or 
causing physical damage to it,  

b. Introduce noncompatible uses which might compromise the nature and characteristics of 
the area, or cause physical damage to it,  

c. Conflict with adjacent ownerships or land uses, or  
d. Cause a nuisance to adjacent owners or occupants.  
Guidance:  Area should be interpreted to mean NPS unit.  
 

9. At the direction of the NPS responsible official, actions where NPS has concurrence or coapproval 
with another bureau and the action is a categorical exclusion for that bureau.   

Guidance:  An Environmental Screening Form should be completed to ensure that the action will result 
in no or minor impacts to NPS resources.   

 
B.  Plans, Studies and Reports 

1. Changes or amendments to an approved plan, when such changes would cause no or only minimal 
environmental impact.   

Guidance: Minimal impact should be interpreted to mean minor impact.  This CE should only be used 
when the original approved plan had some level of NEPA compliance (including CEs). 
 

2. Cultural resources maintenance guides, collection management plans and historic furnishings 
reports.   

Guidance: This CE also applies to equivalent documents. 
 

3. Interpretive plans (interpretive prospectuses, audio-visual plans, museum exhibit plans, wayside 
exhibit plans).   

Guidance: This CE applies to equivalent documents that call for implementing actions with no or 
minor physical effects on the human environment. 
 

4. Land protection plans which propose no significant change to existing land or visitor use.   
 

C.  Actions Related to Development 
1. Land acquisition within established park boundaries.  

Guidance:  This CE should be used when future anticipated uses would have no or minor impacts; for 
example, acquisitions for small-scale park administration sites.   
 

2. Land exchanges which will not lead to significant changes in the use of land.  
Guidance: This CE is most suitable for situations where the land exchange would result in no changes 
in the use of the land.  Where changes in land use are anticipated to occur, additional NEPA analysis 
is likely necessary.  This CE applies to routine transfers of jurisdiction between the NPS and the 
District of Columbia accomplished through existing statutory authority, where no change of use in the 
land is anticipated upon transfer. For LWCF, some small conversions might meet this criterion.  See 
the LWCF Manual Chapter 8 for further guidance. 
 

3. Routine maintenance and repairs to non-historic structures, facilities, utilities, grounds and trails.  
Guidance:  Examples of routine maintenance include re-stuccoing, replacement of siding or roofing 
materials, repairing windows and doors, and in-kind replacements of architectural constituent 
features.  This CE does not apply to new facility construction, expansion of the footprint of the 
development of existing facilities, or upgrades or improvements to existing facilities that include the 
potential for more than minor environmental impacts. 
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4. Routine maintenance and repairs to cultural resource sites, structures, utilities and grounds under 
an approved Historic Structures Preservation Guide or Cyclic Maintenance Guide; or if the action 
would not adversely affect the cultural resource.   

Guidance:  This CE may apply to other guides equivalent to the Historic Structures Preservation Guide 
and Cyclic Maintenance Guide. “Would not adversely affect” should be interpreted to mean a Section 
106 determination of “no adverse effect.” This CE does not apply to new facility construction, 
expansion of the footprint of development of existing facilities, or upgrades or improvements to existing 
facilities that include the potential for more than minor environmental impacts. 

 
5. Installation of signs, displays, kiosks, etc.   

Guidance:  Other examples include wayside exhibits, small solar collectors on poles, boundary 
marking signs, and small solar or wind generator system installations on a building. 
 

6. Installation of navigation aids.  
 

7. Establishment of mass transit systems not involving construction, experimental testing of mass 
transit systems, and changes in operation of existing systems (e.g., routes and schedule changes).  

Guidance: This CE may not be appropriate if you are establishing a new mass transit system that 
would change visitor access, restrict how visitors may access the park, or restrict access to areas of the 
park.  Additional analysis is likely necessary for those types of projects, including air tour management 
plans. 
 

8. Replacement in kind of minor structures and facilities with little or no change in location, capacity 
or appearance.   

Guidance: Examples of minor structures and facilities include comfort stations, pit toilets, fences, 
kiosks, signs, sheds, foot logs, small trail bridges, and campfire circles. 
 

9. Repair, resurfacing, striping, installation of traffic control devices, repair/replacement of 
guardrails, etc., on existing roads.  

Guidance: This CE also applies to road maintenance, rehabilitation, repaving, and reconstruction on 
existing roads within the existing road prism.  Actions taken under this CE may also include repair or 
replacement of culverts, signs, surfacing of right turn lanes at intersections in previously disturbed 
areas, seal coating a parking lot, maintenance of an existing gravel road in the same footprint, routine 
roadside brushing, routine ditching, culvert cleaning/replacement, adding gravel, grading and other 
modifications to minor existing features on existing roads.  This CE does not apply to widening the 
driving lanes or paving dirt shoulders. 
 

10. Installation of wells, comfort stations and pit toilets in areas of existing use and in developed 
areas.  

Guidance: Other examples include pump houses and vault toilets. 
 

11. Minor trail relocation, development of compatible trail networks on logging roads or other   
established routes, and trail maintenance and repair.  

Guidance:  Examples include relocating a short section of a trail to avoid an exposed cliff, where storm 
damage is occurring, erosion is occurring or where boulders are falling; relocating a small section of 
a trail for resource or visitor protection; relocating trails that are forming which cut across sensitive 
vegetation, and short trail extensions, or spur trails.  Additional analysis is likely to be necessary when 
there is potential for additional resource damage. 
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12. Upgrading or adding new overhead utility facilities to existing poles, or replacement poles which 

do not change existing pole line configurations.   
Guidance:  Examples include wireless telecommunication facilities (WTF) located on existing poles or 
replacement poles, and other similar services.  If replacing or constructing associated WTF ground 
facilities, see CE 2.C.18). 
 

13. Issuance of rights-of-way for overhead utility lines to an individual building or well from an 
existing line where installation will not result in significant visual intrusion and will involve no 
clearance of vegetation other than for placement of poles.   

Guidance:  This CE also applies to the NPS installation (not just the issuance of a right-of-way permit 
for another entity) of overhead poles and utility lines that meet the other requirements of the CE.  
Remember, as with all CEs, visual intrusions with a greater than minor impact will require additional 
analysis. 
 

14. Issuance of rights-of-way for minor overhead utility lines not involving placement of poles or 
towers and not involving vegetation management or significant visual intrusion in an NPS-
administered area.   

Guidance: Remember, as with all CEs, visual intrusions with a greater than minor impact will require 
additional analysis.  
 

15. Installation of underground utilities in previously disturbed areas having stable soils, or in an 
existing utility right-of-way.  

Guidance:  Previously disturbed area means an area showing clear evidence of recent human 
disturbance or areas within an existing road prism. An example includes installation of water and 
sewer lines in existing utility right-of-ways. 
 

16. Landscaping and landscape maintenance in previously disturbed or developed areas.   
Guidance:   Previously disturbed area means an area showing clear evidence of recent human 
disturbance. Installation of plant species that are known or have the potential to spread and become a 
pest in adjacent natural areas would trigger the exception to this CE (3.L) and would likely require 
additional analysis. 
 

17. Construction of fencing enclosures or boundary fencing posing no effect on wildlife migrations.   
Guidance:  Other examples include installation or construction of exclosures or other internal fencing 
that may be used to control exotic/ non-native species.  This CE may also be used for security fencing 
around park buildings or facilities.  
 

18. Construction of minor structures, including small improved parking lots, in previously disturbed 
or developed areas.  

Guidance:  Previously disturbed or developed areas means development zones with clear evidence of 
recent human disturbance. Other examples of minor structures include adding a small support building 
such as a pump house or small equipment cache in an existing maintenance yard; bus stop 
(transportation) or picnic shelters, comfort stations, or similar small-scale structures for public use; 
walkways, ramps, signs, or other small features incidental to the use of a developed area or to improve 
handicapped accessibility; small-scale development of new parking spaces adjacent to existing parking 
areas; addition or relocation of a small number of camping spaces in an existing campground or picnic 
sites in an existing picnic area and small compatible additions to existing buildings (such as making an 
L into a T).  This CE does not apply to new WTF, but could be used for co-location on an existing 
facility and installation of associated materials. 
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19. Construction or rehabilitation in previously disturbed or developed areas, required to meet health 
or safety regulations, or to meet requirements for making facilities accessible to the handicapped.  

Guidance:  Previously disturbed or developed areas means development zones with clear evidence of 
recent human disturbance. This CE could apply to alteration of front country (developed area trails) to 
meet accessibility standards 

 
D.  Actions Related to Visitor Use 

1. Carrying capacity analysis. 
 
2. Minor changes in amounts or types of visitor use for the purpose of ensuring visitor safety or 

resource protection in accordance with existing regulations.  
 

3. Minor changes in programs and regulations pertaining to visitor activities.  
 

4. Issuance of permits for demonstrations, gathering, ceremonies, concerts, arts and crafts shows, 
etc., entailing only short-term or readily mitigable environmental disturbance.   

 
5. Designation of trail side camping zones with no or minimal improvements.  

 
E. Actions Related to Resource Management and Protection 

1. Archeological surveys and permits involving only surface collection or small-scale test 
excavations.  

 
2. Restoration of noncontroversial native species into suitable habitats within their historic range and 

elimination of exotic species.  
Guidance:  This CE is most appropriate for exotic plant species.  When considering elimination of 
animals that are exotic species, it is likely that large scale elimination of these species will result in 
more than minor impacts and require additional analysis. Restoration may be controversial when 
restoring species that are likely to leave the park or may require special management actions, such as 
listed or candidate threatened and endangered species. 
 

3. Removal of park resident individuals of non-threatened/endangered species which pose a danger 
to visitors, threaten park resources or become a nuisance in areas surrounding a park, when such 
removal is included in an approved resource management plan.   

Guidance: This CE should be used only when an imminent danger to visitors or immediate threat to 
park resources exists.  The CE should not be used to treat more than individual plants or more than 
one specimen of a species (or, at most, a small isolated grouping of individuals). If treatment extends 
over a large geographic area or to a large numbers of individuals, additional analysis is needed.  This 
CE applies to both native and non-native species.   

 
4. Removal of non-historic materials and structures in order to restore natural conditions.   

Guidance:  Be sure to evaluate impacts to cultural landscapes and archeological resources.  
Remember, as with all CEs, this CE should only be used when the action will result in no or minor 
impacts. 

 
5. Nondestructive data collection, inventory (including field, aerial, and satellite surveying and 

mapping), study, research, and monitoring activities.  
Guidance:  This CE applies to many I&M activities, including vegetation plots and monitoring, soil 
surveys, species monitoring, and other nondestructive research activities which require a research 
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permit.  This CE should be used for activities which are not covered under the CE for day to day 
resource management (see 1.Y). 
  

6. Designation of environmental study areas and research natural areas.  
Guidance:  This CE includes environmental study areas and research natural areas that have been 
temporarily or permanently closed to the public if no or minor impacts (including socioeconomic) 
exist. 

 
F. Actions Related to Grant Programs  

1. Proposed actions essentially the same as those listed in paragraphs A-E above.  
Guidance:  This CE applies to approval of a grant by the NPS that would result in actions taken by 
others that are the same or similar to those listed in paragraphs A-E above. 
 

2. Grants for acquisition of areas which will continue in the same or lower density use with no 
additional disturbance to the natural setting.   

Guidance:  This CE applies when there is no additional disturbance to the natural setting or type of 
use. 
 

3. Grants for replacement or renovation of facilities at their same location without altering the kind 
and amount of recreational, historical or cultural resources of the area; or the integrity of the 
existing setting. 

 
4. Grants for construction of facilities on lands acquired under a previous NPS or other Federal grant 

provided that the development is in accord with plans submitted with the acquisition grant. 
Guidance:  This CE may be used when the NEPA documents have been completed on the impacts of the 
proposal funded by the original grant. 
 

5. Grants for the construction of new facilities within an existing park or recreation area, provided 
that the facilities will not:  

a. Conflict with adjacent ownerships or land use, or cause a nuisance to adjacent owners or 
occupants; e.g., extend use beyond daylight hours; 

b. Introduce motorized recreation vehicles;  
c. Introduce active recreation pursuits into a passive recreation area;  
d. Increase public use or introduce noncompatible uses to the extent of compromising the 

nature and character of the property or causing physical damage to it; or  
e. Add or alter access to the park from the surrounding area.  
Guidance:  Other examples of motorized recreation vehicles include off-road vehicles, personal 
watercraft, and snowmobiles. 

 
6. Grants for the restoration, rehabilitation, stabilization, preservation and reconstruction (or the 

authorization thereof) of properties listed on or eligible for listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places at their same location and provided that such actions:  

a. Will not alter the integrity of the property or its setting;  
b. Will not increase public use of the area to the extent of compromising the nature and 

character of the property; and  
c. Will not cause a nuisance to adjacent property owners or occupants.   
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G. Actions Related to Hazardous Fuels Reduction and Post-fire Rehabilitation 

1. Hazardous fuels reduction activities using prescribed fire not to exceed 4,500 acres, and 
mechanical methods for crushing, piling, thinning, pruning, cutting, chipping, mulching, and 
mowing, not to exceed 1,000 acres. Such activities: 

(1)   Shall be limited to areas— 
(i) In wildland-urban interface; and 
(ii) Condition Classes 2 or 3 in Fire Regime Groups I, II, or III, outside the wildland-urban 
interface; 

(2) Shall be identified through a collaborative framework as described in “A Collaborative 
Approach for Reducing Wildland Fire Risks to Communities and the Environment 10-Year 
Comprehensive Strategy Implementation Plan;” 
(3)  Shall be conducted consistent with bureau and Departmental procedures and applicable 
land and resource management plans; 
(4) Shall not be conducted in wilderness areas or impair the suitability of wilderness study 
areas for preservation as wilderness; and 
(5) Shall not include the use of herbicides or pesticides or the construction of new permanent 
roads or other new permanent infrastructure; and may include the sale of vegetative material if 
the primary purpose of the activity is hazardous fuels reduction. (Refer to the ESM Series for 
additional, required guidance.)  

Guidance: NPS, pursuant to a Department of Interior determination, should not use this CE in 
Alaska, Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, Montana, Arizona and Nevada due to a 9th 
Circuit Court case involving the U.S. Forest Service.  Parks in other states should consult their 
Solicitor before using this CE. 

 
2. Post-fire rehabilitation activities not to exceed 4,200 acres (such as tree planting, fence 

replacement, habitat restoration, heritage site restoration, repair of roads and trails, and repair of 
damage to minor facilities such as campgrounds) to repair or improve lands unlikely to recover to 
a management approved condition from wildland fire damage, or to repair or replace minor 
facilities damaged by fire. Such activities must comply with the following (Refer to the ESM 
Series for additional, required guidance.): 

(1) Shall be conducted consistent with bureau and Departmental procedures and applicable 
land and resource management plans; 
(2) Shall not include the use of herbicides or pesticides or the construction of new permanent 
roads or other new permanent infrastructure; and 
(3) Shall be completed within three years following a wildland fire.   
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Section 3. Exceptions to CEs Due To Extraordinary Circumstances 
 
Extraordinary circumstances exist for individual actions within categorical exclusions that may meet any 
of the criteria listed in paragraphs A through L of this section. If the LWCF State/sponsor environmental 
reviewer or the NPS decision-maker determines that any of the following exceptions apply to a proposal, 
it cannot be categorically excluded, and you must prepare either an EA or an EIS.  Items A-L below are 
from the list of departmental exceptions published at 43 CFR § 46.215. 
 

A. Have significant impacts on public health or safety. 
 
B. Have significant impacts on such natural resources and unique geographic characteristics as 

historic or cultural resources; park, recreation or refuge lands; wilderness areas; wild or scenic 
rivers; national natural landmarks; sole or principal drinking water aquifers; prime farmlands; 
wetlands; floodplains; national monuments; migratory birds; and other ecologically significant or 
critical areas.  

 
C. Have highly controversial environmental effects or involve unresolved conflicts concerning 

alternative uses of available resources [NEPA section 102(2)(E)]. 
 
D. Have highly uncertain and potentially significant environmental effects or involve unique or 

unknown environmental risks. 
 
E. Establish a precedent for future action or represent a decision in principle about future actions with 

potentially significant environmental effects. 
 

F. Have a direct relationship to other actions with individually insignificant but cumulatively 
significant environmental effects. 

 
G.  Have significant impacts on properties listed, or eligible for listing, on the National Register of 

Historic Places as determined by the bureau. Attach (SHPO/THPO comments). 
 

H.  Have significant impacts on species listed, or proposed to be listed, on the List of Endangered or 
Threatened Species or have significant impacts on designated Critical Habitat for these species. 

 
I.  Violate a Federal law, or a State, local, or tribal law or requirement imposed for the protection of 

the environment. 
 

J. Have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on low income or minority populations (EO 
12898). 

 
K.  Limit access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites on Federal lands by Indian religious 

practitioners or significantly adversely affect the physical integrity of such sacred sites (EO 
13007). 

 
L. Contribute to the introduction, continued existence, or spread of noxious weeds or non-native 

invasive species known to occur in the area or actions that may promote the introduction, growth, 
or expansion of the range of such species (Federal Noxious Weed Control Act and EO 13112). 
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INTRODUCTION 

  Following  is  West  Virginia’s  strategy  for  wetland  conservation,  management  and 

regulation. It identifies strategic actions the state will attempt to implement between 2011 and 

2015.  Readers  should  recognize  that  this  plan  is  the  State’s  first  coordinated  attempt  at 

establishing program direction and is, therefore, a dynamic document likely to change regularly 

with changing conditions and be revised as  lessons are  learned during the  implementation of 

the “Core Elements” described below.   

  The approach we took in writing the plan was to capture the spirit of the EPA guidance 

provided in the “Core Elements of an Effective State and Tribal Wetlands Program” but felt the 

need  to add an outreach  component.   The West Virginia Wetland Program Plan  (WPP)  then 

consists of five core elements (Monitoring and Assessment; Restoration and Protection; Water 

Quality  Elements;  Regulation  and  Outreach,  Information,  Education  and  Coordination.  We 

admit to having more or less knowledge and experience with these core elements and the level 

of detail in the tasks identified reflects that familiarity. 

The overall goal of the WV Wetland Program Plan is to provide guidance and direction to the two state 
agencies (WV Department of Environmental Protection and WV Division of Natural Resources) directly 
involved with conserving and regulating wetland activities in the state. 

Core element  Goal or goals 

Monitoring and Assessment 

Develop and operationalize a system that captures, manages, 
integrates and shares data that can be effectively utilized to assess 
and report on condition, status and functions of WV wetlands; 
identify trends in these assessments; and identify wetland 
conservation targets and threats to wetland resources. 

Restoration and Protection 
Develop and adopt a mitigation strategy that incorporates 

replacement of wetland function; identify unique and exceptional 
wetlands and offer those sites additional protection. 

Water Quality Elements 

Develop and adopt standard measures for: wetland integrity and the 
following wetland functions: nutrient processing, sediment capture, 
flood attenuation, groundwater recharge, support of biodiversity, 

and carbon sequestration. 

Regulation 

Update state legislation that provides authority and guidance for 
requiring mitigation that replaces lost wetland value and function 
and recognizing the WVWRAP (WV Wetland Rapid Assessment 

Protocol) as the tool for measuring value and function. 

Outreach/Education/Information 
Increase the level of understanding of the value of wetlands by 
citizens, agencies and organizations and increase the level of 

coordination and cooperation between all parties. 

 



 

 

Building capacity to carry out the plan  is  included  in all of  the core elements as  is  the 

absolute need to secure a stable and sustainable source of funding. 

  The  tasks  in  the  table  assigning  a  time  line  to  the  core elements  likely  require  some 

explanation to be fully meaningful to the reader both to appreciate the importance of the task 

and  to  provide  some  insight  into  our  status  relative  to  achieving  objectives.  The  following 

section provides that detail. 

    

MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT 

Issue ‐ Data management  – The West Virginia Division of Natural Resources (WVDNR) has been 

engaged in wetland assessments and research for decades. Much of these data, while of great 

value to furthering wetland conservation and maintaining wetland function and integrity, were 

collected, and continue to be collected, to resolve problems and answer questions not posed by 

the Environmental protection Agency (EPA), the US Army Corps of Engineers (COE) or the West 

Virginia Department of Environmental Protection (WVDEP).  Because these data were collected 

in discrete units over  time  they  are not  fully  integrated  into  a useful  tool  for managing  and 

conserving WV wetlands. 

Strategy –  Identify,  integrate  and make  available  all extant wetland data. WVDNR  collects  a 

considerable amount of wetland related data. These include:  

The  PLOTS  data  base maintained  by WVDNR’s WV  Natural  Heritage  Program.    Under  the 

auspices of this program WV has conducted and continues to conduct intensive studies at more 

than  2000  sites  since  1980. WV  developed  the WV Wetland  Rapid  Assessment  Procedure 

(WVWRAP) in 2008 to collect wetland ecological integrity and provision of function information. 

Prototypical  landscape  level  descriptive metrics  are  currently  being  developed.  The National 

Wetland  Inventory  (NWI)  is  a  US  Fish  and  Wildlife  Service  digital  product  providing 

identification and delineation of WV wetland polygons. The product is somewhat dated (based 

on 1980‐1986 color infrared imagery), only identifies wetlands larger than 1‐3 acres and is not 

completely accurate  relative of wetland polygon  locations  largely because of  the scale of  the 

base  imagery  (1:58,000). Despite  these  limitations  it  remains  the best  statewide  coverage of 

WV wetlands. 

 Functional  assessments  are  being  developed  under  two  scenarios.  The  first  relies  on 

descriptive  landscape metrics used  to develop  indices of wetland  integrity and  function. The 

second  level  incorporates these  landscape descriptors and adds  field data collected using the 

WVWRAP. Level 3 functional assessment validation data will be collected beginning in 2011 to 

provide support for the Level 1 and 2 assessments.  



 

 

In  2003,  a  graduate  student  collected  extensive  wetland  data  to  compare  the  integrity  of 

vegetation  and  wildlife  communities  at  11  constructed  wetlands  to  four  natural  wetlands. 

These data add  to  the detailed  information  set useful  in evaluating and validating  landscape 

and rapid assessment metrics and indices. In 2008, WVDNR collaborated with the West Virginia 

University  to  develop  an  index  of  biotic  integrity  (IBI)  for  wetlands.  Intensive  studies  of 

vegetation,  birds,  invertebrates,  soils  etc.  provide  valuable  validation  for  rapid  assessment 

procedure  and  protocol. WVDNR  routinely  collects  data  on  the  numbers  and  distribution  of 

breeding birds under several programs. Much of this  information  is collected at wetlands and 

provides validation of  integrity and functional assessments. WVDNR routinely collects data on 

the numbers  and distribution of  anurans  and  salamanders  consisting of  frog  call  counts  and 

amphibian egg mass counts. These data contribute to a long‐term wetland monitoring strategy 

and provide some validation of  integrity and functional assessments conducted at Level 1 and 

2.  Data  resulting  from  the  National Wetland  Comprehensive  Assessment  will  provide  very 

detailed wetland descriptive data valuable for validating Level 1 and 2 assessments as well.   

These data need  to be  consolidated,  linked or otherwise made  available  for use by  a wider 

audience. Progress  in  that direction  comes  from development of  a web‐based  tool  (Tool)  to 

provide  various  levels  of  access  to  additional  federal  and  state  agencies,  the  environmental 

consultant  industry  and  the  general  public. A  beta  version  of  the  Tool will  be  completed  in 

December 2011 and a final product is projected to be available in 2012. 

WV  regulatory  and  management  agencies  need  to  identify  additional  sources  of  data  for 

integration.  Considerable  additional  data  is  known  to  exist.  These  data  sets  need  to  be 

examined for potential  integration of  linkage to the  larger data set. Among the data sets that 

need to examined are: (1) Section 404 and 401 permit and state certification data. COE, WVDEP 

and DNR  are  likely  conduits  to  these  data. Wetlands  created  to  satisfy  individual mitigation 

requirements and mitigation bank data need to be examined as well. (2)  The Natural Resources 

Conservation Service (NRCS) constructs wetlands as part of their mission. Location and details 

of these wetlands need to be examined for inclusion. (3) The US Forest Service creates wetlands 

to provide habitat.   These need to be examined.  (4) The WVDNR creates wetlands to provide 

habitat and recreational opportunity.  These need to be examined. 

Plan  for  capture  of  additional  data.  The web‐based  database  tool  being  developed  is  of  a 

modular design which will allow  for considerable  flexibility  to address  future needs currently 

unidentified.  

 

 

 



 

 

Strategy ‐‐ Provide data access 

WVDNR, WVDEP, EPA and COE will be provided access beginning with the roll‐out of the beta 

version. FWS, FS and NRCS will be provided access upon completion of  the  final product and 

will be dependent on their interest in receiving access. 

Providing early access to environmental consultants is an important consideration.  WV expects 

that the Tool will be an important component in future aspects of permitting and certification.  

 Issue ‐‐  Functional and ecological assessment.  

WVDNR has  conducted wetland  assessments  for decades  to  classify wetlands by  community 

types and by  their  level of ecological  integrity. While  these data provide  insight  into wetland 

condition and for use  in validating  larger scope assessments, their  limited focus (spatially and 

because  of  their  emphasis  on  plant  species  and  communities)  provides  little  information  to 

validate either the recently developed West Virginia Wetland Rapid Assessment Procedure (WV 

WRAP) or the wetland functional indices derived from it and additional landscape metrics. EPA 

will require statewide wetland conditional and assessment reports beginning in the near future 

and  the  recent  issuance of  the  so  called  “New Mitigation Rule” places  additional burden on 

quickly developing and validating the usefulness of WVWRAP and its derived indices.  The new 

rule requires replacement of functional wetland values as a mitigation condition when wetlands 

are negatively impacted or destroyed which differs significantly from the current rule requiring 

an acreage replacement.  

Strategy ‐‐ Develop and implement protocols to collect data to facilitate assessments 

Level  1  (Landscape)  assessments.  These  are  desktop,  Geographic  Information  System  (GIS)‐

dependent  assessments  that  can  be  developed  to  provide  broad  condition  and  functional 

assessments using currently available geo‐spatial data. WV is currently developing a landscape 

assessment model to provide this  information. Criteria  for the model are that  it utilize extant 

data  or  metrics  derived  from  those  data  to  provide  a  landscape  assessment  of  wetland 

ecological  integrity  and  wetland  provision  of  multiple  functions:  flood  attenuation, 

groundwater  recharge,  water  quality  (nutrient  processing,  sediment  trapping,  pollution 

abatement),  support  of  biodiversity  (wildlife  habitat,  rare  species  and  communities, 

pollinators),  carbon  sequestration,  cultural  values  (historical,  aesthetic,  educational  and 

recreational)  and provisioning. To date, 87 potential metrics  for  analysis have been  selected 

from a combination of WVWRAP derived and landscape level assessment metrics. Algorithms to 

extract  and  capture  the  landscape metrics have been developed  and  tested  in one or more 

counties. A critical consideration  in developing  the model  is  that  the universe of wetlands be 

adequately  defined.  WV  has  selected  the  NWI  as  the  basis  for  its  statewide  landscape 

assessment. Making  that decision presented an  immediate problem  in  that many of  the NWI 



 

 

wetland polygons proved to be displaced from their actual  locations by random distances and 

directions  of  up  100 meters.  Hence,  describing  conditions  around  a  polygon  that  does  not 

represent the actual location the wetland is grossly misleading. WV is currently examining each 

NWI wetland polygon and registering it to its correct location.  In March, 2011, polygons in 20 

of 55 WV counties have been re‐registered and their locations validated. Polygons in 9 counties 

have been  re‐registered but not  validated  and polygons  in  the  remaining 26  counties  are  in 

earlier stages of the re‐registration process.  

Level  2  (Rapid)  assessments  are  intense,  short  duration  field  examinations  of  conditions  at 

selected wetlands. WVWRAP is WV’s rapid assessment procedure and it commits no more than 

two individuals to four hours work at a site. WVWRAP captures in excess of 100 descriptive and 

assessment  metrics  at  each  site  which  are  used  directly  or  indirectly  to  provide  wetland 

integrity and  functional assessments. The WVWRAP protocol was developed  in 2010 and  (to 

date) has been applied at 300 sites to validate the technique. In addition, WVWRAP metrics are 

being used to develop indices of integrity and function. These indices will utilize both WVWRAP 

and Level 1 information.  

Intensive validation studies  (Level 3) are detailed exercises conducted at a  limited number of 

sites  to  expand  the  management  and  regulatory  information  base.  They  could  require 

numerous  re‐visits  to  collect  all  necessary  information.  WVDNR  has  conducted  intensive 

wetland studies since the 1980s. Data for over 2000 sites are maintained in the agency’s PLOTS 

data base. These data are remarkable relative to the number of sites studied, the detailed level 

of  the  studies and  their  identification of  rare plant and animal  communities, but  their utility 

relative  to  validating  level  1  and  Level  2  assessment  is  lacking  for  several  reasons.  The 

objectives of these studies were to  (1)  identify and describe wetland vegetation communities 

extant  in WV and (2) classify wetland communities  in WV relative to their  integrity and rarity. 

High elevation wetland  communities have been  classified  and  ranked. Wetland  communities 

above 730 meters (2400 feet) elevation in the Allegheny Mountain region of West Virginia are 

characterized by exceptionally high biodiversity and conservation value. WVDNR  identified 41 

high  elevation wetland  community  associations,  20  of which  have  high  global  conservation 

priority  and  the  remaining  21  types  have  high  state  conservation  priority.  WVDNR  has 

documented 590 animal and more than 900 plant species from high elevation wetlands. Rare 

taxa  include  five mammals, 13 breeding birds, one  reptile,  three amphibians,  two snails,  two 

crayfish, 58 odonates, six butterflies, four spiders, and 145 species of vascular plants. Ongoing 

studies by WVDNR will complete a wetland classification and rarity assessment  for remaining 

WV wetland communities in 2011 or early 2012.  

Strategy  ‐‐  Develop  wetland  function  and  provision  of  services  assessment  algorithms  to 

produce  functional  indices  and  an  index  to  ecological  integrity.  In  addition  to  the  ecological 



 

 

integrity  index, WV  is  considering  the developing  indices  to  the  following  functions: Wildlife 

Habitat,  Flood  Attenuation,  Groundwater  Recharge,  Carbon  Sequestration,  Support  Of 

Biodiversity, Support Of Aesthetic, Cultural And Educational Values, Provisioning, and Support 

Of Pollinators. Following development and testing, WV must secure concurrence from WVDNR, 

Federal  regulatory  agencies  and  WV  DEP.  Only  then  will  we  seek  legislative  authority  to 

implement functional indices as a regulatory tool. 

To validate indices we will compile a set of reference standards against which individual natural 

wetlands,  constructed wetlands  and  restored/enhanced wetlands  can  be measured  (cf.  the 

Water Quality Core Element section). 

Strategy ‐‐ Conduct local and statewide assessments 

Develop a sampling strategy and protocol. WV has adopted a sampling strategy that seeks to 

assess wetlands  in each of 32 Level  IV eco‐regions   at a  level providing   statistical confidence  

(p=.85)  that  presence/absence  of  NWI‐defined  wetland  polygons  are  accurately  estimated, 

statewide;  that wetland ecological integrity assessment estimates for all WV NWI polygons can 

be made  and  accurately  classified  into  one  of  four  categories  from  largely  un‐impacted  to 

severely stressed; that estimates of   wetland functions can be made for all WV NWI polygons 

and accurately classified  into one of four categories from highly to marginally functional; that 

similar estimates  can be made  at  increasing  smaller  scale  (i.e.  for each eco‐region  and each 

HUC‐8) but with lower expected levels of confidence.  

Statewide landscape level assessments for all NWI polygons are currently underway.  Data from 

this  exercise  will  be  integrated  with  Level  2  field  assessments  also  ongoing  at  a  stratified 

random sample of NWI wetlands.   Field assessments began  in 2010 and will be completed no 

later than 2012. Analyses will be completed in 2012. Following the 2012 analyses, the product 

will be reviewed and revised to address the needs of WVDEP, WVDNR and USEPA. The last step 

will be to adopt the final strategy, secure concurrence among WVDEP, WVDNR and USEPA and 

schedule a continuous process of assessments and reporting. 

RESTORATION AND PROTECTION 

Issue ‐‐  Adjust the state’s current approach to mitigation. 

Strategy  ‐‐ Develop a mitigation process  that  incorporates wetland  function and  is compliant 

with the “new mitigation rule”. The current mitigation strategy requires a ratioed replacement 

for impacted wetlands and is not entirely compliant. WV will need to secure broad agreement 

that  any  new  approach meets  both  state  and  federal  needs.  Specifically, USEPA  and USCOE 

must concur  that any  strategy developed  satisfies  their needs and  requirements and WVDEP 



 

 

and  WVDNR  must  concur  with  any  strategy  developed.  Prior  to  implementation,  state 

regulatory authority for WVDEP to implement the new mitigation criteria must be secured. 

Issue –  Identify  and offer  additional protection  to exceptional wetlands  and wetlands under 

public management. 

Strategy  ‐‐  Identify and  conserve wetland  ‘special  case’  sites. WV  is proposing  to  identify by 

type  and  location  unique,  exceptional  and/or  rare  wetlands  supporting  unique,  rare  or 

exceptional  plant  or  animal  species  and/or  communities, wetlands  of  exceptional  ecological 

integrity,  wetlands  providing  exceptional  ecological  function,  and  wetlands  that  cannot  be 

easily  replaced.  Further  we  are  proposing  to  identify  plants,  animals  and  communities 

dependent on wetlands so we can afford them additional protection. 

Strategy  –  Stewardship.   WV  state  agencies  (largely WVDNR) will  continue  a  high  level  of 

stewardship of wetlands under its control and coordinate, cooperate, support and assist other 

state  and  federal  agencies  that  control  or  could  affect WV  wetlands.  Invasive  species  and 

emerging diseases are an increasing threat to WV wetlands. WV will attempt to increase control 

of  invasive species on properties under  its control, assist other agencies with their efforts and 

establish one or more demonstration areas where invasives have been controlled. 

 

WATER QUALITY ELEMENTS 

Issue – Evaluate specific water quality standards. 

Strategy – Develop standard measures for wetland integrity, the final set of functions adopted 

and  for  stressor  levels.   Reference  conditions  for  these metrics will allow  comparisons  to be 

made  between  specific  wetlands  and  the  broad  spectrum  of  conditions  existing  in  WV 

wetlands. At this point we expect to use the range of ecological integrity indices and the ranges 

of  scores  for provision of  function as calculated  from  the ongoing assessments  to determine 

means, medians  and  deviations.  Scores will  be  reduced  to  3‐5  categories  and  offered  to  all 

cooperating  agencies  as  the WV measures  of  condition. Water  quality  standards  provisions 

relative to wetlands will be evaluated in the next scheduled triennial review.  

Strategy – Wetland‐specific  conditions will be  identified  for  individual wetlands and wetland 

types as is appropriate. 

REGULATION 

Issue – Considerable work needs to be completed to maximize the conservation value derived 

from the data collected and analyzed. 



 

 

Strategy  – Operationalize WVWRAP  and make  it  available  to  developers  and  the  regulatory 

community to standardize expectations and requirements 

Strategy – Review and revise  the WV mitigation strategy  to ensure compliance with  the new 

mitigation rule and to maximize use of newly developed wetland science. 

Strategy – Provide appropriate  training and  certifications  for  the newly  introduced protocols 

and procedures. 

Strategy – Secure state regulatory authority to implement the new procedures. 

OUTREACH/EDUCATION/INFORMATION 

Issue – Successfully communicating the ideas presented in this plan to a wide range of internal 

and external audiences is critical to its eventual success. 

Strategy – increase the amount and quality of wetland information made available to the public 

Strategy  –  provide  federal,  state  and  local  WV  governments  and  agencies  with  training, 

support, encouragement and information specific to their needs and responsibilities. 

Strategy  –  increase  the  level  of  coordination  between  and  among  agencies  having wetland 

conservation responsibilities. 

 

TIMELINE 

The  following  tables  represent our  attempt  to  convert  the  strategies  identified above  into  a 

series of manageable tasks distributed over the next five years. They will most certainly be re‐

arranged  and  re‐prioritized  over  the  next  several  years  but  we  believe  they  set  a  realistic 

direction to the WV program. 

 

 

 

 

 









Exemplary Wetlands of West Virginia 

Version 2015.03.11, Compiled by Elizabeth Byers, WVDEP Watershed Assessment Branch 

The following 162 wetlands have been identified as having global biodiversity significance (Site 

Biodiversity Rank of B1, B2, or B3) based on the rare species and natural communities for which they 

provide habitat.  The ranking system follows national protocols developed by NatureServe and 

implemented by the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources and the West Virginia Department of 

Environmental Protection. 

County  Exemplary Wetland Name  Acres 

Site 
Biodiversity 
Rank 

Berkeley  Harlan Run Marsh  16  B3 

Berkeley  Harper Ridge Black Ponds  2  B1 

Berkeley  Meadow Branch inlet to Sleepy Creek Lake  24  B3 

Berkeley  Rocky Marsh  13  B3 

Berkeley  Shaw Run Marsh  9  B3 

Berkeley  Willis Ridge Black Ponds  3  B3 

Cabell  Greenbottom Swamp  424  B3 

Grant  Buffalo Creek headwaters east  16  B3 

Grant  Buffalo Creek headwaters west  48  B3 

Grant  Difficult Creek  34  B2 

Grant  Helmick Run  113  B2 

Grant  Laurel Run of Stony River  19  B3 

Grant  Mount Storm Lake tributary by Helmick Run  27  B3 

Grant  North Branch Potomac River headwater  100  B3 

Grant  Stony River Reservoir tributary NW  76  B3 

Grant  Stony River tributary at Mt. Storm Lake outlet  32  B3 

Greenbrier  Little Laurel Creek of Cherry River  77  B2 

Greenbrier  Meadow River central  903  B2 

Greenbrier  Meadow River north  1242  B1 

Greenbrier  Meadow River south  439  B1 

Greenbrier  Otter Creek of Meadow River  392  B2 

Greenbrier  Otter Creek of Meadow River  92  B2 

Greenbrier  Otter Creek of Meadow River  33  B2 

Hampshire  Nathaniel Mountain Defiance Wetland  3  B2 

Hampshire  Short Mountain Meadow Run  117  B1 

Hardy  Halfmoon Run Black Pond  1  B2 

Hardy  Nathaniel Mountain south  7  B2 

Hardy  South Branch Mountain south of Gap Run  1  B2 

Jefferson  Altona‐Piedmont Marsh  111  B1 

Jefferson  Bullskin Marsh  11  B2 

Jefferson  Harewood Marsh  37  B2 



Jefferson  Jefferson Asphalt Marsh  8  B2 

Jefferson  Lake Louise & Turkey Run  35  B2 

Jefferson  Shenandoah River Bluffs Sinkhole Pond 1  1  B2 

Jefferson  Shenandoah River Bluffs Sinkhole Pond 2  1  B2 

Jefferson  Town Marsh  16  B3 

Mason  Kanawha Floodplain Swamp at Point Pleasant  315  B2 

Mason  McClintic WMA Mill Run  139  B2 

Mason  Mercers Bottom  87  B3 

Mineral  Piney Swamp  38  B2 

Morgan  Meadow Branch above Devils Nose  8  B3 

Nicholas  Desert Branch  30  B3 

Nicholas  Muddlety Creek  235  B3 

Pendleton  Chestnut Woods Sinkhole Pond  1  B2 

Pendleton  Pond Range Mountain Black Pond  1  B3 

Pendleton  Roaring Plains Spruce Bog  1  B2 

Pocahontas  Blister Swamp  135  B2 

Pocahontas  Cranberry Glades  767  B1 

Pocahontas  Droop Mountain Bog  2  B2 

Pocahontas  First Fork of Upper Shavers Fork  33  B2 

Pocahontas  Greenbrier River at Burnsides  4  B3 

Pocahontas  Little Laurel Creek of Williams River  6  B3 

Pocahontas  Little Odey Run  2  B2 

Pocahontas  Little River Swamp  74  B3 

Pocahontas  Odey Headwater Swamp 1  1  B2 

Pocahontas  Odey Headwater Swamp 2  1  B2 

Pocahontas  Odey Run Bog  13  B2 

Pocahontas  Old Road Run  10  B3 

Pocahontas  Right Fork Tea Creek Headwater  17  B3 

Pocahontas  Rocky Run South Headwater  8  B3 

Pocahontas  Sitlington Creek at Dunmore  60  B3 

Pocahontas  Upper Shavers Fork at 2nd Fork  63  B2 

Pocahontas  Wildell Swamp  69  B3 

Pocahontas  Williams River at Little Laurel Creek  32  B2 

Pocahontas  Williams River below Little Laurel Creek  3  B2 

Preston  Cranesville Swamp  878  B1 

Preston  Cupp Run  76  B2 

Preston  Maple Run of Youghigheny River  4  B3 

Preston  North Branch Wardwell Run  66  B3 

Preston  Rhine Creek  66  B3 

Preston  Snowy Creek headwater tributary  37  B3 

Putnam  Winfield Swamp  92  B3 

Raleigh  Kates Branch  32  B2 

Randolph  Beaver Creek of Shavers Fork  18  B3 



Randolph  Big Run of Gandy Creek  136  B2 

Randolph  Blister Run Swamp  83  B1 

Randolph  Condon Run of Otter Creek  51  B2 

Randolph  Devils Gulch of Otter Creek  9  B2 

Randolph  Gandy Creek Headwaters  27  B2 

Randolph  Glade Run of Shavers Fork  93  B1 

Randolph  Glady Fork of Dry Fork at Halfway Run  14  B3 

Randolph  Glady Fork of Dry Fork below Gap Run  4  B2 

Randolph  Glady Fork of Dry Fork below Laurel Lick Run  8  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork Swamp north of Rt 33  1  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork above Burnt Ridge Run  11  B2 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork above Camp Five Run  71  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork above Lambert Hollow  9  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork at Bennett Run  3  B2 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork at Coopers Run  4  B2 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork at Lambert Hollow  34  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork at Laurel Lick Trail  15  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork below Lambert Hollow#1  9  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork below Lambert Hollow#2  10  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork below Laurel Lick Trail#1  21  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork below Laurel Lick Trail#2  6  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork below Laurel Lick Trail#3  5  B3 

Randolph  Laurel Fork of Dry Fork oxbow below Shears Hollow  14  B3 

Randolph  McGee Run of Shavers Fork  2  B2 

Randolph  Moore Run Bog lower  22  B2 

Randolph  Moore Run Bog upper  8  B3 

Randolph  Mt. Porte Crayon, south ridge  1  B2 

Randolph  North Fork Falls Run  27  B2 

Randolph  North Fork Fishing Hawk Run  11  B3 

Randolph  Red Creek Plains  66  B1 

Randolph  Red Run of Upper Shavers Fork  17  B2 

Randolph  Rocky Run north headwater  10  B3 

Randolph  South Fork Falls Run  10  B2 

Randolph  Sinks of Gandy  111  B2 

Randolph  Tygart River below Chenoweth confluence  53  B3 

Randolph  Whitmeadow Run  31  B2 

Randolph  Yellow Creek of Otter Creek  30  B2 

Tucker  Abe Run Swamp  191  B1 

Tucker  Alder Run Bog  86  B1 

Tucker  Bear Rocks Bog  14  B2 

Tucker  Beaver Creek at Rt. 93 crossing  85  B3 

Tucker  Beaver Creek tributary off Brown Mtn.  32  B3 

Tucker  Big Cove  564  B1 



Tucker  Big Run Bog of Blackwater River  39  B2 

Tucker  Blackwater River above North Branch  210  B3 

Tucker  Blackwater River at Freeland Run  759  B3 

Tucker  Blackwater River, North Branch to Camp 70  2075  B2 

Tucker  Breathed Mountain Bog  85  B1 

Tucker  Cabin Mountain Rocky Ridge  2  B3 

Tucker  Cabin Mountain saddle  2  B2 

Tucker  Blackwater River in Canaan Valley State Park  636  B2 

Tucker  Mill Run of Blackwater River  441  B1 

Tucker  Blackwater River Headwaters in Canaan Valley State Park  229  B1 

Tucker  Dobbins Slashing  220  B2 

Tucker  Elder Swamp  296  B3 

Tucker  Elder Swamp east tributary  66  B3 

Tucker  Elder Swamp east tributary headwater  29  B3 

Tucker  Elder Swamp southern headwater tributary  65  B1 

Tucker  Engine Run headwaters #1  19  B3 

Tucker  Engine Run headwaters #2  16  B3 

Tucker  Fisher Spring Run Bog  135  B1 

Tucker  Flat Run  245  B2 

Tucker  Freeland Run  213  B2 

Tucker  Gatzmer Swamp  46  B3 

Tucker  Glade Run of Blackwater River  903  B2 

Tucker  Glade Run of North Fork Blackwater River  144  B3 

Tucker  Hawkins Run  95  B3 

Tucker  Left Fork Red Creek  109  B3 

Tucker  Little Blackwater  1789  B1 

Tucker  Little Canaan Peatland  78  B3 

Tucker  Long Run of North Fork Blackwater River  19  B3 

Tucker  Lost Run  70  B3 

Tucker  Middle Run of North Fork Blackwater River  28  B3 

Tucker  North Branch of Blackwater River  619  B2 

Tucker  North Fork Blackwater River at Rose Hill Cemetery  31  B3 

Tucker  Pendleton Creek headwaters  96  B3 

Tucker  Red Run on Canaan Mountain  199  B2 

Tucker  Sand Run headwaters  90  B3 

Tucker  Shavers Lick Run of Dry Fork  15  B2 

Tucker  Stonecoal Run  82  B3 

Tucker  Tub Run  49  B3 

Tucker  Weimer wetland  7  B3 

Tucker  Yellow Birch Trail Peatland  1  B3 

Tucker  Yellow Creek of Blackwater River  203  B3 

Tyler  Middle Island Creek at Little  17  B3 

Wood  Boaz Marsh  13  B3 



Wood  Sandy Creek Backwater  97  B3 

Wood  Worthington Creek  26  B3 
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Introduction: A New Transportation Bill and Changes to Grant Programs 

 
On July 06, 2012 President Obama signed into Law P.L. 112-141, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21), thus replacing P.L. 109-159, 
the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU). Programs formerly and individually funded under 
SAFETEA-LU, including the Transportation Enhancement Program (TEP), the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Program and the Recreational Trails Program (RTP), 
are now all contained within the Transportation Alternatives (TA) Program. 

 
The former TE Program, the largest funding program for grant projects under SAFETEA-LU, has now been absorbed by the TA Program. However, many of the 
same types of projects are eligible for funding under the TA program including sidewalk construction and other eligible projects as listed below. 

 
The RTP, although still part of the TA Program, differs from the other eligible projects in that funding is specifically apportioned (budgeted) for RTP projects unlike the 
other former programs which now compete for funding from the same apportioned (budgeted) funding source. The total amount of funding estimated to be available to 
the WVDOT under MAP-21 to award for Federal Fiscal Year 2013 & 2014 encompassing the entire TA Program decreases the total amount of available Federal 
Funds by approximately 30%, reducing the total amount of available funds from approximately $10,000,000 per year to $7,000,000 total of all the aforementioned 
programs combined. As a result, competition among Sponsors will increase. Furthermore, as explained below, eligibility requirements as well as eligibility of Sponsors 
have changed with the enactment of MAP-21. 

 
SAFETEA-LU funded the SRTS Program at the 100% reimbursable level. SRTS type projects, in addition to competing with the programs listed above, will now be 
funded at 80% maximum Federal Funding and require a minimum 20% match from the Sponsor. 

 
 
What are “Transportation Alternatives”? 

 
The West Virginia Division of Highways (WVDOH) TA Program provides funding to local and regional government entities to undertake projects to support 
alternative transportation, community infrastructure improvement activities, historic preservation, roadway amenities and support conventional transportation projects in 
the areas of archaeology and environmental mitigation. 

 
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) may reimburse up to 80% of the cost of approved eligible activities. The project Sponsor must provide a minimum of 
20% of the total project cost for all TA Program projects. 

 
 
What Types of Projects are Eligible for TA Funds? 

 
Under MAP-21, the following activities are eligible for funding as TA Projects (excluding the RTP setaside): 

 
 

1. Construction, planning and design of on-road and off-road trail facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists and other nonmotorized forms of transportation including 
sidewalks, bicycle infrastructure, pedestrian and bicycle signals, traffic calming techniques, lighting and other safety-related infrastructure, and transportation 
projects to achieve compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 

2. Construction, planning and design of infrastructure-related projects and systems that will provide safe routes for non-drivers, including children, older adults and 
individuals with disabilities to access daily needs. 

3. Conversion and use of abandoned railroad corridors for trails for pedestrians, bicyclists or other nonmotorized transportation users. 
4. Construction of turnouts, overlooks and viewing areas. 
5. Inventory, control or removal of outdoor advertising. 
6. Historic preservation and rehabilitation of historic transportation facilities. 
7. Vegetation management practices in transportation rights-of-way to improve roadway safety, prevent against invasive species and provide erosion control.  
8. Archaeological activities relating to impacts from implementation of a transportation project eligible under this title. 
9. Any environmental mitigation activity, including pollution prevention and pollution abatement activities and mitigation to address stormwater management, control 

and water pollution prevention or abatement related to highway construction or due to highway runoff, including activities described in sections 133(b)(11), 328
(a) and 329; or reduce vehicle-caused wildlife mortality or to restore and maintain connectivity among terrestrial or aquatic habitats. 



 
 
In addition, if applying for RTP funds, the following applies: 

 
 

1. Maintenance and/or restoration of existing trails. 
2. Development and/or rehabilitation of trailside and trailhead facilities and trail linkages. 
3. Purchase and/or lease of trail construction and maintenance equipment. 
4. Acquistion of easements or property for trails. 
5. Operation of education programs to promote safety and environmental protection related to trails. 
6. Assessment of trail conditions for accessibility. 
7. Construction of new trails (with restrictions for new trails on Federal lands). 

 
 
RTP funds may not be used for: 

 
 

1. Property condemnation (eminent domain). 
2. Constructing new trails for use on National Forest or Bureau of Land Management lands (with certain exceptions). 
3. Facilitation of motorized access on otherwise nonmotorized trails. 

 
 
*RTP funds are intended for recreational trails: They may NOT be used to improve roads for general passenger vehicle use or to provide shoulders along roads. 

 
The WVDOH may prioritize projects based on category or the scope of individual projects for funding. For additional information on eligibility requirements for each 
qualifying activity, please refer to the TA and RTP Manuals located on our website at 
www.transportation.wv.gov/highways/programplanning/grant_administration/Pages/default.aspx. 

 
 
Who May Apply for TA Program Funds? 

 
As noted above, please pay particular attention to who is eligible to apply to TA Program funds as MAP-21 has altered the eligibility requirement from those within 
SAFETEA-LU. For example: non-profit organizations and State agencies are no longer eligible to participate in the program as a Sponsor. However, the WVDOH 
encourages non-profit groups and State agencies to partner with eligible organizations. The following is a list of eligible project Sponsor organizations/governmental 
bodies: 

 
 

l Local governments; 
l Regional transportation authorities; 
l Transit agencies; 
l Natural resource or public land agencies; 
l School districts, local education agencies, or schools; 
l Tribal governments; and 
l Any other local or regional governmental entity with responsibility for or oversight of transportation or recreational trails (other than a metropolitan planning 

organization or a State agency) that the State Department of Transportation (DOT) determines to be eligible. 

 
Additionally, the above referenced eligible Sponsors, must provide at least a 20% match in the form of cash or the pay-as-you-go option for all TA and RTP projects. 
However, the RTP allows for the use of in-kind services or materials as a means to meet the required 20% match. The RTP is the only program in which in-kind 
services may be used as match. 

 
 
Transportation Alternatives Minimum total project cost excluding RTP which is referenced below: The minimum amount allowable for consideration under 
the TA program has been raised from $30,000 to $50,000. This is a direct result of the likelihood that, due to inflation, design requirements, NEPA, etc., that the 
majority of projects realistically cannot be completed for under $50,000 ($40,000 TA funds + $10,000 Sponsor match = $50,000 total project cost). There is no 
maximum amount of funding which can be requested under the TA projects. However, please note the competitive nature of these grants and the limited amount of 
funding the WVDOH has available each year. The WVDOH makes every attempt to make recommendations for project funding evenly distributed throughout the 
State. 

 
RTP Maximum total project cost: Due to increased design, material and contingency costs, the RTP maximum total project cost in which a Sponsor may apply has 
been increased from $100,000 to $150,000. 

 
RTP Minimum total project cost: The minimum amount allowable for consideration under the RTP program has been raised from $5,000 to $15,000. This is a 
direct result of the likelihood that, due to inflation, design requirements, NEPA, etc., that the majority of projects realistically cannot be completed for under $15,000. 

 
 

http://www.transportation.wv.gov/highways/programplanning/grant_administration/Pages/default.aspx


 
What is the Application Process? 

 
The application process is intended to establish communication between the WVDOH and the various applicants. Therefore, we have established the following 
process. 

 
 
STEP 1: Complete the “Intent-to-Apply” form online. 

 
STEP 2: Only if your project meets requirements for eligibility, will you be asked to continue by filling out a full Application form online. Site visits to the proposed 
project locations may be conducted by the WVDOH. 

 
STEP 3: The WVDOH Technical Review Committee meets to review project applications and make funding recommendations to the Department of Transportation 
(DOT) Cabinet Secretary and the Commissioner of Highways. 

 
STEP 4: The DOT Cabinet Secretary and the Commissioner of Highways selects, with the concurrence of the Governor, projects for funding. 

 
STEP 5: The selected applicants will be notified via e-mail. 

 
 
PLEASE NOTE: For additional information visit our website at www.transportation.wv.gov/highways/programplanning/grant_administration/Pages/default.aspx and 
select the appropriate online manual for the Transportation Alternatives or Recreational Trails Programs. 

 

http://www.transportation.wv.gov/highways/programplanning/grant_administration/Pages/default.aspx
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